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Conerete rings kept ready for transporting to reef building site (Ref: Article 1). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Several demersal fishes are found to congregate 
in the vicinity of submerged objects such as reefs, logs, 
ship-wrecks and rock out-crops where plants and 
benthic animals flourish than in areas where the bottom 
is flat and barren. These communities serve as food for 
larger predators. Submerged objects may, at times, 
provide shelter and even spawning locations for many-
a-fish. Underwater observations made by divers while 
retrieving portions of submerged vessels also report 
that such habitats harbour considerable concentration 
of fishes . 
The use of artificial structures to attract fish and/ 
or enhance fisheries has long been practiced. Increas-
ing impacts on nearshore fisheries from fishing pres-
sure, habitat loss and pollution have caused fisheries 
authorities in coastal areas of the world to consider the 
potential for artificial reefs. Artificial reefs and fish 
aggregating devices are frequently and successfully 
used to create fishing areas near artisanal villages in 
several nations . Although utilization of artificial 
aquatic habitats has occurred for centuries, scientific 
description of their function and impact has been done 
only recently. In India, Bergstrom (BOBP/WP - 23, 
1983) reveiwed the traditional fish aggregating devices 
used in the Bay of Bengal. A modified artisanal 
artificial fish habitat on the Tamil Nadu coast of India 
has been described by Sanjeevaraj (Bull. Mar. Sci., 44 (2) 
1989). A synthetic fish aggregating device-cum-artifi-
cial reef has been developed by the Murugappa 
Chettiar Research Centre (The Hindu, 22 Feb., 1989). 
An artificial reef structure made of automobile tyre 
attached to R. C. C. base by M. S. rods is being installed 
at Minicoy by the Central Marine Fisheries Research 
Institute to study the aggregating behaviour of tuna 
live-baits (CMFRI News Letter No. 41, 1988). 
The benthic realm of the shelf area stretching 
between Cape Comorin and Vizhinjam in the south-
west coast of India has plenty of rocky out-croppings 
which harbour rich and varied fauna of fish and the 
fishermen are immensely benefited by this favourable 
environment. Similarly, the ship-wreck found off 
Angengo at a distance of about 10 km from the shore 
at 40 - 50 m depth also harbours a variety of fish which 
are being exploited by the fishermen of the neighbour-
ing villages. But, as the adjoining area found in 
between Panathura and Valia Veli (Fig. 1) being free 
from any such out-croppings, the fishermen are de-
prived of the benefits which their counterparts in the 
neighbouring areas enjoy. This has prompted them to 
develop artificial reefs, called paars in vernacular, in 
that area to make the fish to congregate there. An 
attempt is made here to study the impact of such 
artificial reefs on the local fisheries and the salient 
findings emerged during a study spread over a period 
of two years ie., from May. '87 to April, '89 are 
presented here. 
The general information given regarding the 
first six artificial reefs was collected from the fishermen 
who were involved in the construction and manage-
ment of the artificial reefs in the area in the recent past. 
Details pertaining to the 7th artificial reef were col-
lected by making direct onboard and shore based 
observations. Out of the seven reefs, fishing was done 
only in three reefs (Valiyathura, Kochuthoppu-I and 
Kochuthoppu-II) and hence the data given here relate 
to these three reefs only. Among these the 
Kochuthoppu-II reef was in operation only for one year 
from April, 1988. As the landings were brought to 
Valiathura landing centre from the reef as well as from 
the neighbouring fishing areas, the centre was visited 
weekly once and the landings were recorded separately 
for the reef as well as for other areas and their total 
landings were estimated monthwise. On-the -spot ob-
servations were also made on the fishing in the reef. 
Fourteen sampling units, each consisting of a granite 
stone weighing 2 kg, (square) bits of tyre, plywood, 
asbestose and roof tile tied to a nylon rope (1cm 
thickness) at 25 cm interspace, were placed over the 
reef to study the benthic community. Underwater 
observations were made on the reef site by scuba 
diving. 
' Present address: Vizhinjam Research Centre of CMFRI, Vizhinjam. 
Artificial reef construction and managment 
Reef construction 
Reefs were constructed mostly in the sandy 
region at a depth varying from 5 to 27m. Granite stones 
of varying sizes were put first on the site selected for 
the reef construction so as to form a circular or 
rectangular ridge. Over these, concrete rings (Front 
cover photo) of 150 cm diameter into 45 cm height 
locally called 'urai' used for lining the inner side of 
commmunity wells, were placed. After this, any 
locally available unwanted/cheap materials like bro-
ken concrete slabs, worn-out rubber tyres, empty 
barrels, up-rooted coconut tree stumps and leaves, 
screw pine plants etc., were placed in an unorderly 
manner over this, so as to provide shade and shelter for 
the fish (Fig. 2). Coconut leaves were also used to tie 
2 to 3 granite stones together at the time of loading the 
stones to the catamarans. Some reefs are even known 
after the material used such as 'ola paru' and 'kaitha 
paru'meaning, reef made of coconut leaves or of screw 
pine plants respectively. The materials were trans-
ported to the reef site by catamarans (non-mechanised). 
Sometimes 2 or 3 loaded catamarans are towed to the 
reef site by mechanised boats if the distance to the site 
from the shore is considerable. After reaching the spot, 
the material are dumped by turning the catamaran up-
side-down. As given earlier, seven artificial reefs, as 
listed in Table 1, have been diveloped in this region. Of 
these the first six were constructed in 1988 by the 
Kochuthoppu fishermen by utilising SIFFS funds. Of 
the first six listed, two got submerged due to silting and 
2 were abandoned due to objection from local fisher-
men; since they were built within the reach of shore 
seine operation. The first two in the list were renovated 
subsequently and they along with the 7th one, are of 
little use as fish congregating device now. 
Fishing 
Those who were involved in the construction of 
the reef only are allowed to fish from the artificial reef. 
There is no float or flag to locate the reef site for fear 
of poaching by other fishermen. Eventhough fishing 
was done throughout the year in the neighbouring 
areas, in the reef environment, it is done only during 
the calm season between November and April. The 
fishermen venture into the reef only during day time. 
Though a variety of gears are employed in the neigh-
bouring areas, only hooks and line (non-mechanised) 
are operated in the artificial reefs. "Achil", a kind of 
hooks and line with hooks varying in size from No. 12 
to 8, with artificial baits are used. On bright sunny days 
and in clear weather conditions the fishing operations 
are found more economical. A single unit goes thrice 
a day during the peak season. At a time about 15 to 
20 such units are operated at a single reef site. Nor-
mally single manned catamarans of the size 5 m with 
4 logs are used for fishing. 
Fisheries 
Trend in fisheries 
Landings realised during the period 1987-'88 
and 1988-'89 from the artificial reef environment and-
'other region', ie., from Cheriyathura in the south to 
Shangumugam in the north are furnished in Table 2. A 
perusal of the above table indicates that the landing 
during 1987-'88 from the reef environment was only 
59.0 tonnes as against 636.0 tonnes from the 'other 
region'. A drastic reduction in the landing from the reef 
environment could be noted during the subsequent 
year, ie., 1988-'89, with a total of 24.2 tonnes. In 
otherwords, the percentage contribution of fishes from 
the artificial reef environment dwindled to 3.6 from 8.5. 
The fishing season in the reef environment lasted 
for about 6 months from November in 1987-'88, while 
in 1988-'89 it lasted only for 5 months from December. 
Peak landing was observed during February in 1987-'88 
and in March during 1988-'89. The landing from the 
'other region', on the contrary, was spread over the 
year with peak landing during February and March 
respectively for the above two years (Table 2). 
Gear - wise contribution 
As mentioned earlier, hooks and line operated 
from non-mechanised units were in vogue to exploit 
the fishes from the reef region. But in the 'other region', 
in additon to the above gear, hooks and line operated 
from mechanised craft, shore seine, boat seine and gill 
nets were also operated. 
Species composition 
Fishes like Decapterus dayi, Carangoides 
plagiotaenia, Priacanthus hamrur, Sphyraena sp. Rastrelliger 
kanagurta and Nemipterus spp. dominated the catch of 
the reef region, while in the 'other region' Selar 
crumenophthalmus, D. dayi, Auxis rochei, Trichiurus 
lepturus, Rastrelliger kanagurta, Euthynnus affinis, 
Nemipterus spp. Sarda orientalis and Dussumieria 
spp. dominated (Table 3). Among the dominant 
groups, fishes such as D. dayi, R. kanagurta and 
Nemipterus spp. were common in the catches of both the 
regions. The dominance of species like Carangoides 
plagiotaenia, Priacanthus hamrur and Sphyraena sp. in the 
reef region shows that the reefs attract both reef 
dwelling and demersal forms of fishes as expected. 
Fishes like Carangoides plagiotaenia, Lethrinus harak, Selar 
TABLE 1. Details of the artificial reefs constructed off Trivandrum coast 
Name of the 
reef 
Location of 
the reef 
Year of Depth Distance 
construction (m) from shore 
Materials 
used for the 
construction 
Remarks 
Valiathura reef 
(Kaitha Paru) 
On the south-
western side of 
Valiathura pier 
1983 20 Beyond the 
reach of shore 
seine operation 
Coconut tree 
stumps, concrete 
rings, granite 
stones, empty 
barrels and screw 
pine trees 
A local ex- service 
man and the 
village parish 
priest supported 
the fishermen. 
Renovated once. 
Slight fish 
aggregation 
Kochuthoppu 
reef I (Ola Paru) 
On the south-
western side 
of Kochuthoppu 
1984 18 Beyond the 
reach of 
shore seine 
operation 
Granite stones 
concrete tub 
(4x4') used for 
salting fish, 
coconut tree 
stumps and 
plaited coconut 
leaves 
Fishermen belo-
nging to the 
Vanakkapura 
committee. Re-
novated once. 
Slight fish 
aggregation 
Beemapally reef In between of 
Beemapally and 
Poonthura 
1984 10 With in the 
reach of shore 
seine opera-
tion 
Granite stones 
and coconut 
tree stumps 
Discontinued 
as the shore 
seines got ent-
angled to the 
reef material 
Vettukadu reef North - west of 
Kannanthura 
1984 Within the 
reach of shore 
seine operation 
Concrete rings, 
coconut tree 
stumps and 
wooden logs 
Discontinued as 
the shore seine 
fishermen object-
ed to it 
Cheriathura reef In between of 
Cheriathura and 
Valiathura 
1984 16 Beyond the 
reach of shore 
seine operation 
Concrete rings 
and granite 
stones 
Almost burried 
due to silting 
Shanmugam 
reef 
Off Shanmugam 1985 20 Beyond the 
reach of shore 
seine operation 
Materials used 
for the constru-
ction of stage 
for the Papal Visit 
to Trivandrum 
Almost buried 
due to silting 
Kochuthoppu 
reef II 
South - west of 
Kochuthoppu 
1988 27 3 km beyond 
the reach of 
shore seine 
Granite stones, 
coconut leaves 
and rubber tyres 
Funded by SIFFS 
and managed by 
the local fisher-
men welfare 
society 
kalk, Carangoides malabaricus and Selaroides leptolepis 
were found only in the reef region. It is interesting to 
note that these forms live normally in reef areas. 
Underwater studies 
Underwater observations were made on 26 -10 
- '88 and 10 -1 - '89 by CMFRI scientists using Aqua 
lung in the Kochuthoppu reef II (Reef No. 7) con-
structed on 28 - 2 - '88. Due to poor visibility, the divers 
could not reach the reef bottom on 26 - 10 - '88. But 
during the second occasion they could reach upto the 
bottom and study the conditions there. The sea bottom 
at the reef site was found to be sandy and some of the 
reef materials were partly buried in sand due to heavy 
bottom current which was rushing from south to north. 
Even after one year of its construction the reef materials 
including the coconut tree trunks were found to be 
intact except the coconut leaf splinters used for binding 
the stones and the sampling units: It was found during 
diving that the layout of the reef was not properly made 
as to attract bigger fishes. However, the divers could 
observe large numbers of small fishes such as Apogon 
novemfaciatus, Amphiprion spp., Chaetodon sp. and 
Dasq/llus spp. hovering over the reef materials. Fishes 
like Epinephelus corallicola, Lutianus argentimaculatus, L. 
lineolatus, Petrois antennata, Spiloticthys pictus and 
Heniochus acuminiatus were found in small numbers. 
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TABLE 2. Monthly fish landings (kg) recorded at Valiathura landing centre during the years 1987 -'88 and 1988 - '89 
Month 
May 
Jun. 
Jul. 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
Apr. 
Total 
1987 - '88 
-
-
-
-
-
-
8,060 
465 
10,401 
28,304 
11,036 
687 
58,953 
From reef 
1988 - '89 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
372 
3,226 
7,392 
9,145 
4,050 
24,185 
region 
Total 
-
-
-
-
-
-
8,060 
837 
13,627 
35,696 
20,181 
4,737 
83,138 
Average 
-
-
-
-
-
-
4,030.0 
418.5 
6,813.5 
17,848.0 
10,090.5 
2,368.5 
41,569.0 
1987 - '88 
33,384 
3,562 
33,534 
39,377 
68,640 
18,792 
94,628 
81,237 
81,637 
61,637 
54,067 
65,646 
6,35,973 
From 'other 
1988 - '89 
18,600 
1,49,400 
12,710 
No data 
79,065 
56,460 
41,730 
45,203 
72,480 
67,620 
49,228 
51,690 
6,44,186 
region' 
Total 
51,984 
1,52,962 
46,244 
39,377 
1,47,705 
75,252 
1,36,358 
1,26,672 
1,53,717 
1,29,257 
1,03,295 
1,17,336 
12,80,159 
Average 
25,992.0 
76,481.0 
23,122.0 
19,688.5 
73,852.5 
37,626.0 
68,179.0 
63,336.0 
76,858.5 
64,628.5 
51,647.5 
58,668.0 
6,40,079.5 
The general fish catch around that area on that day 
consisted of Saurida spp., Priacanthus sp., Nemipterus 
spp. Decapterus dayi and smaller carangids. The reef 
building poychaete, Sabellaria spinulosa was found 
plenty in the reef site. 
Food preference 
The gut contents of fish such as Saurida un-
dosquamis, S. tumbil, S. gracillis, Apogon novemfaciatus 
and Lutianus Hneolatus caught from the reef were 
dominated by the polychaete, Sabellaria spinulosa. 
However, the above species caught from the 'other 
region' and Decapterus dayi caught from the reef did not 
contain polychaete in their stomach. 
General remarks 
Recent studies (Artificial reefs and fish aggregat-
ing device, National Academic Press, Washington, 
1988) on artificial reefs suggest that the reef site is more 
important than the design of the reef. The general 
guidelines for the placement of artificial reefs sug-
gested are: (1) The site should be nearer to fishing 
villages to simplify the logistics of installation and to 
minimise travel time and fuel consumption before the 
fish can be processsed on land. (2) An artificial reef 
should not be placed in commercial fishing areas unless 
it is specially intended to close an area to these 
operations. (3) The artificial reef should be located 1 km 
from natural reefs, otherwise, the fish will tend to swim 
from one to the other. (4) Sites with strong tidal 
currents should also be avoided because these currents 
will cause erosion around the reef, unless the bottom 
is hard. (5) Mouths of rivers where siltation may bury 
the reef should also be avoided. (6) The long axis of the 
reef should be perpendicular to the prevailing current 
and along fish migratory patterns. A constant current 
is quite acceptable and is favourable to benthic filter 
feeders inhabiting the structures. (7) The depth of the 
reef must be approporiate for the target species. (8) A 
firm sand or shell bottom is most suitable for an 
artificial reef to prevent subsidence. (9) The bottom 
profile should be flat or gently sloping. (10) Soft clay, 
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TABLE 3. Species constituting the catch (%)at Valiathura landing centre 
during the years 1987 - '88 and 1988 - '89 combined 
Species 
Rastrlliger kanagurta 
Euthynnus affinis 
Sarda orientalis 
Auxis rochei 
Auxis thazard 
lstiophorus sp. 
Cybium sp. 
Nemipterus spp. 
Epinephelus spp. 
Lutjanus malabaricus 
Lethrinus nebulosus 
Lethrinus harak 
Pristipomoides typus 
Priacanthus hamrur 
Therapon sp. 
Leiognathus spp. 
Decapterus dayi 
Selar crumenophthalmus 
S. mate -
S.kalla 0.17 
Carangoides malabaricus 
Selaroides leptolepis 
Carangoides plagiotaenia 
Other carangids 
Coryphaena sp. 
Trichiurus Upturns 
Lesser sardines 
Stolephorus spp. 
Dussumieria sp. 
Sphyraena spp. 
Saurida spp. 
Balis tids 
Tylosurus sp. 
Triacanthus sp. 
Chorinemus sp. 
Rays 
Sepia spp. 
Crab 
Miscellaneous 
Reef region 
7.46 
0.22 
-
-
-
-
-
5.71 
2.05 
0.76 
0.90 
0.75 
-
17.15 
-
-
30.60 
1.34 
0.34 
-
0.01 
0.01 
17.28 
3.30 
-
-
-
-
-
11.58 
0.70 
-
-
0.01 
-
-
-
-
-
'Other region' 
8.96 
7.70 
4.27 
10.24 
0.99 
0.82 
0.30 
4.68 
0.36 
0.36 
0.17 
-
0.30 
0.93 
0.34 
0.82 
14.36 
16.38 
-
-
-
5.76 
1.06 
5.94 
1.11 
0.53 
5.11 
1.15 
1.04 
0.26 
0.45 
0.04 
0.32 
0.02 
2.47 
0.04 
2.38 
silt sediments and areas that are already productive 
should be avoided. (11) High wave energy locations 
and areas with seasonally shifting sands should not be 
considered. The Japanese National Programme sug-
gests that artificial reefs should have a hierarchial ar-
rangement where modules form 'sets', 10-20 sets form 
a 'group' and several groups form a 'complex'. They 
advocate minimum effective sizes of 400m3 for a set and 
50,000 m3 for a group, with at least a 1 km seperation 
between each group. 
Though the reef sites selected at the Trivandrum 
coast have many of the favourable aspects mentioned 
in the guidelines, they lack certain important aspects 
such as a suitable depth to attract many of the reef 
fishes, a suitable bottom to increase the durability of the 
reefs and an area free from wave action to avoid silting. 
The bottom of the area in which the present reefs are 
built is sandy with high rate of silting due to high wave 
action. Because of high wave action and silting, the 
water becomes turbid especially during the monsoon 
months thereby making the fishing in the reef regions 
impossible for a major period. So it is suggested that 
the reefs should be constructed at a deeper area having 
sandy or some hard substrtatum so as to avoid 
turbidity of the water as well as sinking of the reefs. 
Already two out of six reefs are buried due to wave 
action and silting within a period of 2 - 3 years. Other 
two artificial reefs (Nos. 3 and 4 of the list given in 
Table 3) had to be abandoned subsequently since they 
were located within the zone of shore seine operation. 
This point requires special consideration in the present 
context since there is a marked delimitation in the 
operation of various gears along the coastal water. 
However, it seems that this point has not been consid-
ered while constructing the above said two artificial 
reefs. If the reefs are constructed at a deeper area, there 
is possibility of getting more varieties of fish especially 
perches and other economically important reef fishes. 
This needs careful monitoring of the area scientifically 
before fixing up the site. However, this has not been 
done in any of the present cases. 
The material used for the construction of reef in 
the different parts of the world also vary considerably. 
The actual choice of the material shall be based on what 
is readily available and economically feasible. Bundles 
of brush wood are tied to lines to capture crabs, 
shrimps and small fishes in Japn, Philippines, Indone-
sia and Vietnam. In Central Africa, boxes full of leaves 
are placed at the bottom of lakes and estuaries. Ivory 
Coast fishermen place coconut palm fronds in shallow 
waters to attract shrimps. In the protected areas inside 
the bays on the south coast of Cuba, fishermen are still 
using "mangrove fisheries". Lobster shelters are also 
made by constructing reef with mangrove branches. In 
the Philippines, "brush parks" have been developed to 
provide shelter and spawning grounds for fish. The 
traditional Japanses artificial reef involved simply 
placing shore or quarry rocks at shallow depths as a 
way to enhance fishing grounds. In North Japan, rocks 
are placed to enhance kelp production. In Virginia and 
New York (USA), slit tyres have been imbeded in a 10 
cm concrete base for use as a reef module. A steel rod 
or cable is passed through the tyres for additional re-
inforcement. Automobile tyres are also used in Thai-
land for reef construction. An experimental artificial 
reef constructed of old tyres has been placed near 
Haifa, Israel. The Japanese have developed hundreds 
of types of concrete modules to increase fishing 
grounds. Damaged concrete pipes have been used for 
artificial reef construction in Hawaii. In Taiwan, 
concrete blocks have been used on sandy bottoms for 
over 10 years. In Thailand, artificial reefs have been 
made with concrete modules to enhance fishing grounds 
for artisanal fishermen. The trawler exclusion modules 
are also being combined with groups of artificial reefs 
to make the area free from trawling. In the United 
States, ribbons of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) 
have been bonded into openmesh cylindrical shapes 
and then joined in arrays of 2 -10. Cement ballast is 
The cost and earning of 7.5 and 12 m boats 
engaged in 'dol net' fishing are presented in this 
account. Though non-penaeid prawns accounted for 
bulk of the catch in both the categories of boats, the 
quantum of revenue realised depends largely on the 
magnitude of penacid prawn landings. Considering 
the overall expenditure incurred for these boats, the 
small boat (7.5 m) is found to yield better economic 
returns. This is mainly due to the exhorbitant wages 
paid for the crew in bigger boats. 
In the coastal sector of Maharashtra, the use of 
'Dol net' (Bag net) has been in vogue, over the years. 
The 'dol net' fishing is one of the oldest method of 
catching Bombay duck and other fishes. This bag net 
mainly sustains the economy of a large segment of the 
fishing community of Maharashtra. Versova in Greater 
Bombay is a leading fish landing centre where almost 
95% of the families depends directly or indirectly on 
'dol net' fishery for their livelihood. 
At this centre, 178 mechanised boats are exclu-
used to anchor the units. In the United States obsolate 
oil and gas drilling rigs and its steel towers have been 
used to serve as artificial reefs. Here in Trivandrum, 
granite stones, empty barrels, cocrete rings, coconut 
tree stumps and leaves and worn-out automobile tyres 
are used in the construction of reefs. 
For a country like India, two approaches are 
suggested for an artificial reef programme, depending 
on the available resources. According to the first, 
commonly available materials withstanding extreme 
weather conditions such as granite stones can be used 
for reef construction where funding is limited. The 
second approach is to fabricate specially designed 
permanent structure. This requires well-funded pro-
grammes, steel and concrete for construction, and 
larger vessels for their installation. 
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sively engaged in 'dol net' fishing of which 60 are small 
(7.5 - 9.0 m) 47 medium (9.3 -12.0 m) and 71 large (over 
12 m). Though the size of boats and the depth of 
operation vary, the species composition remains more 
or less similar. Hence two types of boats viz. 7.5 and 
12 m long classified as small and medium respectively 
were selected. Data on daily expenditure, catch, 
species composition and value realised were collected 
for three years continuously from 1983 - '84 to 1985 -
'86. The cost and earnings of these two types of boats 
are dealt within this account. 
Fishing pattern, season and effort 
Usually the boats are owned by a single individ-
ual and he has to hire the crew for fishing activities. 
The fishing activities are being conducted as per 
direction or guidance given by the boat owner. The 
owners form into groups; each group consisting of 
three or more boats at the time of 'sus' making (driving 
spikes in the sea bed) in the fishing grounds. Further, 
they remain in groups for the entire season or perma-
COST AND EARNING OF TWO DIFFERENT SIZED 'DOL NET' BOATS 
AT VERSOVA (BOMBAY) * 
* Prepared by : S. G. Raje and S. Ramamurthy, Bombay Research Centre of CMFRI, Bombay. 
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made by constructing reef with mangrove branches. In 
the Philippines, "brush parks" have been developed to 
provide shelter and spawning grounds for fish. The 
traditional Japanses artificial reef involved simply 
placing shore or quarry rocks at shallow depths as a 
way to enhance fishing grounds. In North Japan, rocks 
are placed to enhance kelp production. In Virginia and 
New York (USA), slit tyres have been imbeded in a 10 
cm concrete base for use as a reef module. A steel rod 
or cable is passed through the tyres for additional re-
inforcement. Automobile tyres are also used in Thai-
land for reef construction. An experimental artificial 
reef constructed of old tyres has been placed near 
Haifa, Israel. The Japanese have developed hundreds 
of types of concrete modules to increase fishing 
grounds. Damaged concrete pipes have been used for 
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concrete blocks have been used on sandy bottoms for 
over 10 years. In Thailand, artificial reefs have been 
made with concrete modules to enhance fishing grounds 
for artisanal fishermen. The trawler exclusion modules 
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to make the area free from trawling. In the United 
States, ribbons of fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) 
have been bonded into openmesh cylindrical shapes 
and then joined in arrays of 2 -10. Cement ballast is 
The cost and earning of 7.5 and 12 m boats 
engaged in 'dol net' fishing are presented in this 
account. Though non-penaeid prawns accounted for 
bulk of the catch in both the categories of boats, the 
quantum of revenue realised depends largely on the 
magnitude of penaeid prawn landings. Considering 
the overall expenditure incurred for these boats, the 
small boat (7.5 m) is found to yield better economic 
returns. This is mainly due to the exhorbitant wages 
paid for the crew in bigger boats. 
In the coastal sector of Maharashtra, the use of 
'Dol net' (Bag net) has been in vogue, over the years. 
The 'dol net' fishing is one of the oldest method of 
catching Bombay duck and other fishes. This bag net 
mainly sustains the economy of a large segment of the 
fishing community of Maharashtra. Versova in Greater 
Bombay is a leading fish landing centre where almost 
95% of the families depends directly or indirectly on 
'dol net' fishery for their livelihood. 
At this centre, 178 mechanised boats are exclu-
used to anchor the units. In the United States obsolate 
oil and gas drilling rigs and its steel towers have been 
used to serve as artificial reefs. Here in Trivandrum, 
granite stones, empty barrels, cocrete rings, coconut 
tree stumps and leaves and worn-out automobile tyres 
are used in the construction of reefs. 
For a country like India, two approaches are 
suggested for an artificial reef programme, depending 
on the available resources. According to the first, 
commonly available materials withstanding extreme 
weather conditions such as granite stones can be used 
for reef construction where funding is limited. The 
second approach is to fabricate specially designed 
permanent structure. This requires well-funded pro-
grammes, steel and concrete for construction, and 
larger vessels for their installation. 
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sively engaged in 'dol net' fishing of which 60 are small 
(7.5 - 9.0 m) 47 medium (9.3 -12.0 m) and 71 large (over 
12 m). Though the size of boats and the depth of 
operation vary, the species composition remains more 
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ncntly for all seasons. The duration of absence of these 
boats from the shore depends on the quantity of catch. 
During lean period, maximum number of boats i.e. 6 to 
8 join together and each boat by turn returns from the 
fishing ground to landing centre, with the catch of the 
group fishing boats. The same boat carries water, food 
and other necessary items back to the fishing ground. 
The operation of the 'dol net' depends on tidal 
current. Practically the dol nets remain in water for 
4V2 to 5 hours at time of full or new moon. The rest 
of the time is required for hauling and shooting the 
nets and to unload the catch manually from net; 
whereas during neap tide period the net is operated for 
2V2 to 3V2 hours due to slow tidal current which lasts 
for only few hours. The number of hauls made 
depends on the number of low and high tides, number 
of nets and distance to the fishing ground. The small 
boats having two nets are operated by three persons. 
The medium sized boats carry 2 or 3 nets and are 
operated by five members. 
The fishing season commences from mid Sep-
tember or beginning of October and lasts upto the first 
week of June. The beginning of the season depends on 
the duration of monsoon and arrival of crew members 
from their home towns. The small boats are mostly 
operated by the owners and their family members with 
only a few hired crew. But the medium sized boats 
require more man power. Therefore, these boat owners 
have to wait until they get sufficient number of crew 
members. 
Catch and disposal 
The 'Dol' net is a multi-species gear like trawl. 
The mesh size varies from mouth to cod end of the net. 
Three types of cod end are used with mesh sizes of 1.3 
- 1.5 mm for Aceies spp., 2.0 - 2.5 mm for Palaemon 
tenuipes and 3.5 to 4.0 mm for bigger forms like Bombay 
duck and others depending on their availability. 
The catch of penaeid and non-penaeid prawns 
and all fish by the two types of boats during the 
different years is given in Table 1. 
During 1983 - '86 the overall catch composition 
of small sized boat was: Aceies spp. 60%, P. tenuipes 
12%, penaeid prawns 10%, Bombay duck 6%, 
Cynoglossus dussumieri 5% and others 7%. Similarly in 
medium sized boats, species composition was Acetes 
spp. 56%, P.tenuipes 12%, Bombay duck 8%, Myctophids 
6%, C. dussumieri 5%, ribbon fish 4%, penaeid prawns 
2% and others 7%. 
About 85 - 90% of the 'dol net' catch is consti-
tuted by low priced fishes which are sun dried. The 
remaining quality varieties like prawns, pomfret and 
other fishes are sold in fresh condition in market. Dry 
fish is sold through three outlets - about 70% dry fish 
is sold to petty merchants locally, 25% at Marol 
wholesale dry fish market and 5% at retail market. The 
price of dry fish also varies according to place, quality 
and demand for particular fish. 
Fishing expenditure 
As seen from Table 2, the major component of 
the operational cost of small sized boat is the expendi-
ture on food provided to the crew member, closely 
followed by oil and repairing charges; whereas in the 
case of medium sized boats, wages formed the major 
expenditure in the operational cost. This is because 
more number of hired labourers are engaged in 
medium sized boats. Regarding fixed cost, deprecia-
tion is calculated on the basis of the life of each capital 
asset and interest for capital investment calculated at 
the rate of 12%. The profit is calculated by deducting 
operational cost interest on capital investment and 
insurance of crew members, from revenue received for 
the three years separately. The quantum of revenue 
realised appears to depend largely on the magnitude of 
prawn landings, particularly the penaeid variety. The 
profit for small sized boats varied from Rs. 16,988/- in 
1984-'85 to Rs. 23,411/- in 1985-'86; whereas in the case 
of medium sized boats there was a loss of Rs. 15,887/ 
- in 1983 - '84. This type of boat realized a maximum 
profit of Rs. 32, 897/- but considering the expenditure 
involved, the small sized boats were found to yield 
better return than the medium ones. 
TABLE 1. Catch details (in tonnes) of dol net boats at Versova 
Year 
1983 - "84 
1984 - '85 
1985-'86 
Penaeid 
2.5 
1.2 
4.3 
Small boat 
Non-penaeid 
20.1 
26.4 
17.7 
All fish 
30.3 
32.1 
25.2 
Penaeid 
0.7 
0.9 
5.8 
Medium boat 
Non-penaeid 
56.2 
131.6 
73.3 
All fish 
87.8 
163.4 
119.1 
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TABLE 2. Annual costs and earnings for two different size dol net boats at Versova during 1983 - '86 
Particulars Small size boat (25') Medium size boat (40') 
1983 - '84 1984 - '85 1985 - '86 1983 - '84 1984 - '85 1985 - '86 
A. Initial investment 
B. Operational expenses 
24,150 
1. Oil 
2. Preservation 
3. Fish storage equip-
ments 
4. Crew's wages 
5. Food and refresh-
ment 
6. Marketing expenses 
7. Repair and maint-
enance 
8. Miscellaneous 
5,047 
1,100 
950 
1,567 
5,755 
2,180 
4,829 
775 
4,871 
1,262 
625 
1,477 
5,860 
1,798 
5,070 
800 
5,266 
1,710 
975 
1,650 
5,845 
1,754 
3,653 
950 
1,14,700 
16,696 
2,772 
3,160 
50,061 
11,400 
3,367 
6,296 
1,100 
18,378 
3,817 
4,470 
43,618 
13,650 
3,591 
7,182 
1,250 
18,611 
7,230 
3^75 
49,880 
15,275 
3,545 
12,362 
1,400 
Total 22,203 21,763 21,803 94,852 95,956 1,11,678 
c. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Fixed expenses: 
Depreciation 
1. Hull 600 
2. Engine 800 
3. Nets 2,083 
4. Ropes and accessories 775 
5. Insulated fish hold 
6. Cenoe-
Insurance of crew member 
(Rs. 12 per annum) 
Interest on capital 
investment (@ 12%) 2,898 
600 
800 
2,083 
775 
-
-
-
2,898 
600 
800 
2,083 
775 
-
275 
-
2,898 
2,250 
4^33 
3,083 
1,450 
1,100 
275 
60 
17,364 
2,250 
4333 
3,083 
1,450 
1,100 
275 
60 
17364 
2,250 
4,333 
3,083 
1,450 
1,100 
60 
17,364 
D. 
E. 
Total 
B+C 
Gross revenue 
Profit = E - D 
7,156 
29,359 
50304 
20,945 
7,156 
28,919 
45,907 
16,988 
7,156 
28,959 
52,370 
23,411 
29,915 
1,24,767 
1,08,880 
-15,887 
29,915 
1,25,871 
1,35,945 
10,094 
29,915 
1,41393 
1,74,490 
32,897 
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PRODUCTION OF 'MASS' FROM EUTHYNNUS SPP. AT BLANGAD, TRICHUR DIS-
TRICT, KERALA * 
Production of 'Mass' (smoked tuna flesh) from 
Euthynnus spp. was oobserved recently at Blangad, a 
fish landing centre in Trichur District, Kerala. 
Fishes generally called 'Kudutha' or 'Sootha' 
(.Euthynnus spp.) are used for the preparation of 'Mass'. 
First, the Viscera and head parts are removed and then 
washed in fresh water and boiled in salt water for 
nearly 18 hours. Afterwards, the fishes are removed 
from the container and each fish is split into 2 pieces 
lengthwise. From the soft flesh the spines are removed 
and the stuff is arranged on specially made metallic 
rods in single layers and, under these rods, fire is set 
using firewood so that the flesh is dried up and 
smoked. This process continues for 30 minutes and 
immediately it is subjected to sundrying using a spe-
* Prepared by : C. K. Krishnan, Field Centre of CMFRI Chavakkad. 
Unusually heavy catches of oil sardine (Sardi-
nella longiceps) by shore seines have been made in the 
coastal waters at Pamban, Kundukal point and Rames-
waram during the first week of January, 1990. On 2nd 
January, an estimated catch of about 10 tonnes was 
caught in a single unit of shore seine (Marukku valai) 
operated at Kundukal point. Two to three tonnes of oil 
sardine were landed by each of the 15 units of shore 
seine operated in the area between Kundukal point 
and Pungamapad. Besides, small quantities (10 - 25 
Kg) were landed by the trawlers operating at Rames-
waram. 
* Reported from the Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp. 
Unlike the previous few seasons, the mackeral 
fishery at Panjim during this season was exceptionally 
good. Infact the purse - seiners started landing 
mackeral from the second fortnight of July. However, 
the magnitude of the catch during July and August and 
also in the earlier part of September was not that much 
dally erected wooden platform on which a single layer 
of coir mat is spread. Sundrying process is done con-
tinuously for 8 days, due to which the flesh becomes 
very hard, moisture free and brownish black in colour. 
Now the 'Mass' is prepared and is ready for sale. 
While undergoing the process, the fresh fish 
looses its weight at an average rate of 70%. At present 
400 kg of fish are processed at a time from Blangad. It 
mainly depends on the availability and price of the 
fishes. 'Mass' thus prepared are sent to Kozhikode 
district of Kerala (Beypore). 
The person engaged in this new venture had his 
training in the Lakshadweep and he started this 
processing very recently on an experimental basis. 
The size of the oil sardines landed by shore 
seines ranged from 12 to 18 cm with the majority falling 
between 14 andl6 cm. The fishes landed by the 
trawlers were relatively larger, being in the range of 17 
- 20 cm. It was also observed that some of the 
specimens caught by trawlers were lean. 
Although the oil sardine used to be caught 
generally during the season, the magnitude of the 
fishery in the current season is found to be very high. 
It may be worth mentioning here that there has been 
unusual rains in the first week of January, 1990. 
high but the bumper catches of mackerel ranging from 
14 to 19 cm size were landed at Panjim jetty on 18th and 
19th Sept. On an average each purse-seine landed a 
catch of about 3 tonnes of mackerel practically flooding 
the jetty. Seeing the good catches of mackerel in the 
north west of Panjim, the purse - seiners from other 
LUCRATIVE FISHERY FOR OIL SARDINE AROUND MANDAPAM* 
BUMPER CATCH OF MACKEREL AT PANJIM, GOA * 
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Fig. 1. A View of the mackerel catch landed at the Panjim jetty. 
landing centres such as Vasco-de-gama, Colva and 
Betu also landed at Panjim jetty. The prices crashed to 
Rs. 10/- per basket weighing 40 kg and the fishermen 
resorted to distress sales on 18th & 19th September due 
to the non availability of ice and cold storage facilities. 
Some of the catch were thrown into the estuary which 
then spread along the edges of the river Mandovi. 
Details of the Mackerel catch by the Purse-seines at 
Panjim jetty is given below. 
Sixty seven purse-seiners , each one with 2 to 4 
tonnes of mackerel landed on 18 - 9 - '89 and on 19 -
9 - 89,39 purse-seiners landed the catch at a rate of 1.5 
to 5 tonnes by each boat. 
* Reported by : Prakash, C. Chetty, Field Centre of CMFRI, Goa. 
A NOTE ON THE LARGEST MACKEREL, RASTRELLIGER KANAGURTA 
CAUGHT OFF KARWAR * 
The largest mackerel ever caught in this part of 
the coast measured 366 mm in total length and weighed 
592 g. It was caught by a purse seiner on 11-9-1984, 
which operated at 30 m depth off Binaga - Chendia. 
Detailed morphometric measurements of the fish (in 
mm) are given below: 
Total length 366; Standard length 311; Head 
length 84; Inter-orbital distance 29; Pre-orbital distance 
27; Pre-ventral distance 103; pre-posterior dorsal 
distance 186; Pre - anal distance 195; Anterior dorsal fin 
base length 48; Anal fin base length 34; Maximum 
height of body 85; Snout length 27; Eye diameter 15.5; 
Pectorial fin length 39; Anterior dorsal height 42; 
Posterior dorsal height 29; Ventral fin length 35; Depth 
through pectoral fin base 78; Depth through anal fin 
base 75; Depth through orbit 49; and least depth of 
caudal pedunele 13. 
Earlier Dhulkhed and Annigeri (Indian J. Fish, 30 
(1) : 183 - 184, 1983) had recorded mackerel with a 
maximum length of 360 mm also caught off Karwar. 
Fig.l. The largest Mackerel carght along Karwar coast. 
* Reported by: N. Chennappa Gowda and G. G. Annigeri, Karwar Research Centre of CMFRI, Karwar. 
ON A SHOAL OF JAVANESE COW-NOSE RAY FROM PALK BAY 
The occurrence of violated shoals of Javanese 
cow-nose ray (Rhinoptera javanica) has been reported on 
a few occasions from the south east coast of India. One 
such shoal was sighted in the Palk Bay on 16 -12 - '89 
by the shrimp trawlers operated at a depth of 10 m and 
netted the fish at an average rate of 350 kg per boat. The 
rays had a disc width ranging from 100 -165 cm and 
a weight from 16-57 kg. Eighty per cent of the fish 
were females. 
The gut content analysis revealed the presence of 
crushed pieces of gastropod shells, partly digested 
fishes such as sciaenids and gobids, and crustaceans 
like crabs, Squilla, Penaeus semisulcatus and Alpheus spp. 
The rays landed were processed by pit curing 
method. The cured products were sent to the markets 
in Kerala where there is good demand. 
Reported by : Hameed Batcha, Madras Research Centre of CMFRI, Madras. 
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a few occasions from the south east coast of India. One 
such shoal was sighted in the Palk Bay on 16 -12 - '89 
by the shrimp trawlers operated at a depth of 10 m and 
netted the fish at an average rate of 350 kg per boat. The 
rays had a disc width ranging from 100 -165 cm and 
a weight from 16-57 kg. Eighty per cent of the fish 
were females. 
The gut content analysis revealed the presence of 
crushed pieces of gastropod shells, partly digested 
fishes such as sciaenids and gobids, and crustaceans 
like crabs, Squilla, Penaeus semisulcatus and Alpheus spp. 
The rays landed were processed by pit curing 
method. The cured products were sent to the markets 
in Kerala where there is good demand. 
* Reported by : Hameed Batcha, Madras Research Centre of CMFRI, Madras. 
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PRODUCTION OF 'MASS' FROM EUTHYNNUS SPP. AT BLANGAD, TRICHUR DIS-
TRICT, KERALA * 
Production of 'Mass' (smoked tuna flesh) from 
Euthynnus spp. was oobserved recently at Blangad, a 
fish landing centre in Trichur District, Kerala. 
Fishes generally called 'Kudutha' or 'Sootha' 
(Euthynnus spp.) are used for the preparation of 'Mass'. 
First, the Viscera and head parts are removed and then 
washed in fresh water and boiled in salt water for 
nearly 18 hours. Afterwards, the fishes are removed 
from the container and each fish is split into 2 pieces 
lengthwise. From the soft flesh the spines are removed 
and the stuff is arranged on specially made metallic 
rods in single layers and, under these rods, fire is set 
using firewood so that the flesh is dried up and 
smoked. This process continues for 30 minutes and 
immediately it is subjected to sundrying using a spe-
* Prepared by : C. K. Krishnan, Field Centre of CMFRI Chavakkad. 
Unusually heavy catches of oil sardine (Sardi-
nella longiceps) by shore seines have been made in the 
coastal waters at Pamban, Kundukal point and Rames-
waram during the first week of January, 1990. On 2nd 
January, an estimated catch of about 10 tonnes was 
caught in a single unit of shore seine (Marukku valai) 
operated at Kundukal point. Two to three tonnes of oil 
sardine were landed by each of the 15 units of shore 
seine operated in the area between Kundukal point 
and Pungamapad. Besides, small quantities (10 - 25 
Kg) were landed by the trawlers operating at Rames-
waram. 
* Reported from the Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp. 
Unlike the previous few seasons, the mackeral 
fishery at Panjim during this season was exceptionally 
good. Infact the purse - seiners started landing 
mackeral from the second fortnight of July. However, 
the magnitude of the catch during July and August and 
also in the earlier part of September was not that much 
dally erected wooden platform on which a single layer 
of coir mat is spread. Sundrying process is done con-
tinuously for 8 days, due to which the flesh becomes 
very hard, moisture free and brownish black in colour. 
Now the 'Mass' is prepared and is ready for sale. 
While undergoing the process, the fresh fish 
looses its weight at an average rate of 70%. At present 
400 kg of fish are processed at a time from Blangad. It 
mainly depends on the availability and price of the 
fishes. 'Mass' thus prepared are sent to Kozhikode 
district of Kerala (Beypore). 
The person engaged in this new venture had his 
training in the Lakshadweep and he started this 
processing very recently on an experimental basis. 
The size of the oil sardines landed by shore 
seines ranged from 12 to 18 cm with the majority falling 
between 14 andl6 cm. The fishes landed by the 
trawlers were relatively larger, being in the range of 17 
- 20 cm. It was also observed that some of the 
specimens caught by trawlers were lean. 
Although the oil sardine used to be caught 
generally during the season, the magnitude of the 
fishery in the current season is found to be very high. 
It may be worth mentioning here that there has been 
unusual rains in the first week of January, 1990. 
high but the bumper catches of mackerel ranging from 
14 to 19 cm size were landed at Panjim jetty on 18th and 
19th Sept. On an average each purse-seine landed a 
catch of about 3 tonnes of mackerel practically flooding 
the jetty. Seeing the good catches of mackerel in the 
north west of Panjim, the purse - seiners from other 
LUCRATIVE FISHERY FOR OIL SARDINE A R O U N D M A N D A P A M * 
BUMPER CATCH OF MACKEREL AT PANTIM, GOA * 
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Fig. 1. A View of the mackerel catch landed at the Panjim jetty. 
landing centres such as Vasco-de-gama, Colva and 
Betu also landed at Panjim jetty. The prices crashed to 
Rs. 10/- per basket weighing 40 kg and the fishermen 
resorted to distress sales on 18th & 19th September due 
to the non availability of ice and cold storage facilities. 
Some of the catch were thrown into the estuary which 
then spread along the edges of the river Mandovi. 
Details of the Mackerel catch by the Purse-seines at 
Panjim jetty is given below. 
Sixty seven purse-seiners, each one with 2 to 4 
tonnes of mackerel landed on 18 - 9 - '89 and on 19 -
9 - 89,39 purse-seiners landed the catch at a rate of 1.5 
to 5 tonnes by each boat. 
* Reported by : Prakash, C Chetty, Field Centre of CMFRI, Goa. 
A NOTE ON THE LARGEST MACKEREL, RASTRELLIGER KANAGURTA 
CAUGHT OFF KARWAR * 
The largest mackerel ever caught in this part of 
the coast measured 366 mm in total length and weighed 
592 g. It was caught by a purse seiner on 11-9-1984, 
which operated at 30 m depth off Binaga - Chendia. 
Detailed morphometric measurements of the fish (in 
mm) are given below: 
Total length 366; Standard length 311; Head 
length 84; Inter-orbital distance 29; Pre-orbital distance 
27; Pre-ventral distance 103; pre-posterior dorsal 
distance 186; Pre - anal distance 195; Anterior dorsal fin 
base length 48; Anal fin base length 34; Maximum 
height of body 85; Snout length 27; Eye diameter 15.5; 
Pectorial fin length 39; Anterior dorsal height 42; 
Posterior dorsal height 29; Ventral fin length 35; Depth 
through pectoral fin base 78; Depth through anal fin 
base 75; Depth through orbit 49; and least depth of 
caudal pedunele 13. 
Earlier Dhulkhed and Annigeri (Indian ]. Fish, 30 
(1) : 183 - 184, 1983) had recorded mackerel with a 
maximum length of 360 mm also caught off Karwar. 
Fig.l. The largest Mackerel carght along Karwar coast. 
* Reported by: N. Chennappa Gowda and G. G. Annigeri, Karwar Research Centre of CMFRI, Karwar. 
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The occurrence of violated shoals of Javanese 
cow-nose ray (Rhinoptera javanica) has been reported on 
a few occasions from the south east coast of India. One 
such shoal was sighted in the Palk Bay on 16 -12 - '89 
by the shrimp trawlers operated at a depth of 10 m and 
netted the fish at an average rate of 350 kg per boat. The 
rays had a disc width ranging from 100 -165 cm and 
a weight from 16 - 57 kg. Eighty per cent of the fish 
were females. 
The gut content analysis revealed the presence of 
crushed pieces of gastropod shells, partly digested 
fishes such as sciaenids and gobids, and crustaceans 
like crabs, Squilla, Penaeus semisulcatus and Alpheus spp. 
The rays landed were processed by pit curing 
method. The cured products were sent to the markets 
in Kerala where there is good demand. 
Reported by : Hameed Batcha, Madras Research Centre of CMFRI, Madras. 
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ON A SPERM WHALE LANDED AT KALPENI ISLAND 
WITH NOTES ON AMBERGRIS * 
INTRODUCTION 
The sperm whale Physeter macrocephalus Lin-
naeus is widely distributed in the oceans though it 
prefers warm waters of tropical and sub-tropical 
regions. In the Indian Ocean it is found concentrated 
more in the Arabian Sea upto 20° N and between 50° 
and 80° E especially in the Gulf of Aden and 
approaches a little east of Minicoy Island and off Sri 
Lanka. In recent years it has been reported from the 
mainland of India particularly from the Gulf of Mannar 
and from the coast of Sri Lanka. 
Although this species occurs upto a little east of 
Minicoy, it has not so far been reported from the 
Lakshadweep due to the isolation and remoteness of 
the islands. 
The anterior portion of a decomposed sperm 
whale was washed ashore at Chetlat Island on 22 -12 
'83. The total length of the half protion measured 500 
cm and maximum diameter was 2 m. 
Another small dead sperm whale was stranded 
again at Chetlat Island on 7 - 8 - '84. Total length of the 
whale was 550 cm and the height of the body was 220 
cm. 
The last record was the one from the northern 
extremity of Chetlat Island on 19 - 11 - 1986 Fig. 1 A. 
It had two wounds one on the head and the other on 
the right side just below the lower jaw. May be it was 
The following are the details of the sperm whales 
landed at various islands in the Lakshadweep. 
On 25 - 2 - '71, the fishermen in the pablo boats 
sent by the Fisheries Department for fishing from Kal-
peni Island, saw a sperm whale in sluggish motion near 
the main entrance of Kalpeni lagoon. The caudal 
flukes of the whale got entangled in the drift net and 
the animal could not move. The fishermen harpooned 
the whale and tied it to the boat with a rope and 
brought it to the shore (Fig. 1 B). Some of the 
measurements taken in cm are given below: 
Total length 530 
Height of the body 98 
Girth of the body 62 
Length of lower jaw 60 
Length of flipper 60 
Distance from eye to snoutl 115 
After removing the blubber, the flesh was cut 
into small slices for human consumption. 
During November, '82 a large dead sperm whale 
(Fig. 2) was stranded at Cheriyan shore lying close to 
Kalpeni Island. Due to putrification the intestine burst 
and about 150 kg of ambergris was collected. 
A***., 
%*• 
B 
Fig. 1. A. Sperm whale stranded at Chetlat Island on 19-11-86. 
B. Sperm whale brought to the shore at Kalpeni Island. 
Prepared by : D. B. James, Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin. 
and K. C. S. Panicker, Dept. of Fish., U. T. of Lakshadweep. 
hit by the propellor of a sailing vessel since Chetlat 
Island lies along the navigation channel for larger 
vessels. Twenty four teeth were seen arranged in two 
rows on the lower jaw. 
AMBERGRIS 
In Lakshadweep, three qualities of ambergris 
viz., Ponnamber, Puvamber and Minatnber meaning gold, 
flower and fish having yellow, light green and black 
colour respectively are known. Ambergris is a valuble 
substance obtained from the sperm whale. It is either 
found floating in the sea or obtained by cutting open 
the animal. It is produced in the intestine and retained 
mostly in the colon. Ambergris is a solid inflamable 
waxy substance. When fresh, it has an offensive odour 
but gives off sweet earthy odour on drying. It has the 
property to absorb, intensify and stabilise the volatile 
and delicate fragrance. Therefore, it is extensively used 
in the perfume industry as a fixative. It also finds use 
in Ayurvedic and Homeopathy systems of medicine. 
The rich people in the Gulf use it as an aphrodisiac. 
In this article some information on the ambergris 
collected from the Lakshadweep are given. As noted 
earlier, the Islanders are well aware of the product. In 
fact every year pieces of ambergris are washed ashore 
especially during the post-monsoon period. Ambergris 
is found as small pieces weighing 50 g to 30 kg from 
the lagoon or shores of various islands. In 1973, the 
boat crew of the Fisheries Department sighted a huge 
block of ambergis drifting in the open sea. It looked like 
a burnt and charred lower portion of a coconut tree 
trunk. The market rate at that time was Rs.2,000/- per 
kg. Another huge block weighing about 150 kg was 
recovered by a private Pablo boat belonging to Agatti 
Island during the same period while conducting Tuna 
fishing. From the stomach of a dead sperm whale 
stranded at Cheriyan shore very near to Kalpeni Island, 
about 50 kg. of ambergris was recovered. Several 
people got ambergris in lesser quantities from the same 
whale afterwards. A small lump weighing below 20 kg 
was recovered near Kavaratti Island by fishermen in 
1980. In 1974 ambergris weighing 90 kg was found 
floating in the sea and it was auctioned at the rate of 
Rs. 1,160 per kg. Of this amount, 55% was paid to the 
fisherman who recovered it and 45% was credited to 
the Fisheries Department. 
REMARKS 
When James and Manivasagam (1980) reported 
about the stranding of a sperm whale from Mahabali-
puram there were only two earlier records from India. 
During the course of one decade, 13 more instances of 
stranding have been recorded. In four instances, the 
whales were found struggling in shallow waters to get 
back into the sea. It is unfortunate that instead of 
towing them back into the sea the fishemen brought 
them to the shore for ambergris and also to exhibit and 
get whatever little money that was possible as they 
have done at Mahabalipuram. Sperm whales being 
endangered animals should not be brought to the shore 
and killed. In one case it has been harpooned and 
dragged to the shore. They are stranded in all the 
months of the year except in May, July, September and 
October. Out of the 17 strandings, seven took place 
during November and December which shows the 
effect of northeast monsoon when the sea is rough and 
strong winds prevail. In Lakshadweep also, out of the 
five strandings, three took place during November and 
December. In the Gulf of Mannar, out of the three 
strandings, one took place in November. On the east 
coast it was stranded on eleven occasions and on the 
west coast only once at Karwar. Of the eleven 
stranding four were again during Novermber and 
December.This clearly shows that November and 
December are vulnerable months for the strandings of 
the sperm whales. Another interesting feature about 
the stranding is that they get into creeks and backwa-
ters as in the case of specimens stranded in Astamudi 
lake, Kodibag and Peddaganjapallipalem for shelter. 
James and Soundararajan (1979) have stated that the 
meat of sperm whale is not edible because it contains 
adipocure but in Lakshadweep, the meat of the sperm 
whales is cut into small slices and dried for human 
consumption. 
Fig. 2. Anterior portion of a sperm whale stranded at Kalpeni 
during Nov. '82. 
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TABLE 1. Information on the strandings of sperm whales from the Indian region 
Date Place Length 
(cm) 
731 
530 
Sex 
-
-
Reference 
Balanford (1891) 
Present report 
Remarks 
January, 1890 Madras 
25-2-1971 
23-6-1973 
July, 1979 
12-4-1980 ' 
30-4-1980 
25-11-1980 
8-6-1982 
Kalpeni lagoon 
(Lakshadweep) 
Karwar 837 Female Antony Raja and 
Pai (1973) 
Manauli Island 1,735* 
Mahabalipuram 670 
(Near Madras) 
Krusadai Island 610 
(Gulf of Mannar) 
Puthenthuruth 555 
Island (Ashtamudi 
lake, near Quilon) 
Pudupatinam 906 
(Near Tranquebar) 
Male 
Male 
Male 
Male 
November, 1982 Cheriyan shore Not recorded 
(Close to Kalpeni 
Island, Lakshadweep) 
22-12-1982 
15-12-1983 
Chetlat Island 
(Lakshadweep) 
500 
Peddaganjapalli- 1100 
palcm, Chirala Taluk, 
Prakasam District, 
Andhra Pradesh) 
550 
950 
7-8-1984 
5-11-1986 
19-11-1986 
Chetlat Island 
(Lakshadweep) 
Hare Island 
(Gulf of Mannar) 
Chetlat Island 
(Lakshadweep) 
1,035 
James and Sounda-
rarajan (1979) 
James and Maniva-
sagam (1980) 
James and Sounda-
rarajan (1979) 
Bandee(aU1980) 
Nammalwar and 
Thanapathi(1982) 
Present report 
Present report 
Anonymous 
(1983) 
Present report 
Sivadas et al. 
(1987) 
Present report 
3-12-1986 
8-3-1988 
1-2-1989 
* Estimated length. 
Pondicherry 
Kasimedu 
(Near Madras) 
Neelankarai 
(Near Madras) 
550 
390 
1,060 
Female 
Female 
Female 
Nammalwar et al. 
(1989) (In press) 
Nammalwar et al. 
(1989) 
Nammalwar et al. 
(1989) 
No details except that it was killed by 
En prates. 
The flesh of the whale after the removal of 
blubber was cut into small slices for 
human consumption. 
Dead. Bleeding profusely from a wound at 
the base of jaw. A small chunk of flesh cut 
on the back immediately behind the dorsal 
fin. 
reported that some quantity of ambergris 
was recovered from the intestine. 
Live specimen struggling in the water was 
brought to the shore. 
Dead and washed ashore but the specimen 
was intact. 
It was live and making distress sounds 
in two metres depth water. It was tied to 
a rope and dragged to the shore by 
fishermen. 
Found struggling in the surf region and 
making distress calls. Towed to the shore by 
fishermen. 
Due to disintegration the intestine burst 
and 150 kg of ambergris came out of it. 
Only anterior half of the decomposed whale 
was stranded. Maximum diameter was 
2 m). 
Width of the whale was 1.5 m and height 
was 1.2 m (Personal communication : T. 
Chandrasekhara Rao). 
Height of the whale was 2.2 m. 
Only skull and lower jaw could be exa-
mined. Length given is estimated. 
The dead sperm whale had two wounds, 
one on its head and the other on the right 
side just below the lower jaw. Twenty four 
teeth were arranged in two rows on the 
lower jaw. 
Struggling in the fishing area and later 
stranded near the shore. 
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TAGGED TIGER SHARK (GALEOCERDA CUVIERI) LANDED AT TUTICORIN* 
On 24 - 8 - 1989, during one of our regular 
observations at Tuticorin north landing centre, we were 
informed by some fishermen that a shark had landed 
with a belt around its neck. It was a female tiger shark 
Galeocerda cuvieri (Le Sueur). This shark was landed 
with a tag in the form of a girdle round about the nape 
just behind the 5th gill opening. The tag was pierced 
through the muscle at the base of right pectoral fin. 
Except at the place where the tag had passed through, 
the muscles of the shark had out grown the tag causing 
a gaping wound 20 mm deep and 25 mm wide around 
the nape of the shark. The tag measured 1045 mm in 
circumference and 10 mm in width . It was of plastic 
material and the joint was securedly pasted by a 
synthetic gum. Coded markings were imprinted to a 
length of 33 mm of the tag from one end. 
The shark had an ash grey colour dorsally and 
pale white at the ventral surface. There were 33 vertical 
stripes on the body. Mouth rounded with four rows of 
strongly serrated teeth in each jaw. Each row with 23 
powerful teeth. 
The shark was caught by a mechanised Tuticorin 
type boat using hooks and line . The fish was caught 
at a distance of 40 km from shore southeast of Tuticorin 
in the 26 fathom depth area. Only this shark was 
caught by them on that day. The fish weighed 130 kg 
and was sold by auction for Rupees 916. 
Morphometric measurements (in mm) of tagged 
tiger shark Galeocerda cuvieri caught off Tuticorin on 24 
- 8 - 1989 are given overleaf. 
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Fig. 1 A. Coded markings on the tag. 
* Reported by P. Sam Bennet, G. Arumugam and T. S. Balasubramanian, Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin. 
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Fig. 1 A. Coded markings on the tag. 
* Reported by P. Sam Bonnet, G. Arumugam and T. S. Balasubramanian, Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin. 
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Fig. 1 B. Teeth details, C. Teeth arrangement. 
Fig. 2 The tagged shark - a lateral view. 
Fig. 3 The ventro - lateral view of the tagged shark. 
Total length 
Fork length 
2,050 
1,680 
Sex Female 
snout to origin of pectroal 
Snout to origin of pelvic 
Snout to first gill slit (head length) 
Snout to anterior margin of eye 
Snout to inner ends of nostrils 
Nostril width 
Distance in between inner ends of nostrils 
Distance from eye to 5th gill slit 
Head width through 1st gill slit 
Horizontal diameter of eye 
Vertical diameter of eye 
Inter orbital distance 
Mouth width 
Mouth height 
Inter dorsal distance 
Second dorsal to origin of caudal 
Distance from pectroal to pelvic 
Distance from anal to origin of caudal 
First dorsal base 
First dorsal height 
Second dorsal base 
Second dorsal height 
Anal base 
Anal height 
Pectroal length 
Pectoral base 
Caudal upper lobe from origin to tip 
Caudal lower lobe 
Depth of body through pectoral 
Depth of body through anal 
Length of 1st gill slit 
Length of third gill slit 
Length of posterior extension of 1st dorsal 
Length of posterior extension of 2nd dorsal 
Length of posterior extension of anal 
540 
1,140 
430 
380 
210 
15 
250 
390 
1,010 
30 
25 
400 
360 
110 
910 
320 
600 
480 
230 
305 
90 
105 
80 
100 
375 
180 
700 
340 
1.030 
670 
262 
270 
130 
105 
80 
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ON THE DRIFT NET-ENTANGLED DOLPHINS 
LANDED AT SAKTHIKULANGARA * 
The common dolphin, Delphinus delphis is the 
species frequently entangled in the gill nets along the 
Indian coast. According to a recent report, about 30 -
40 dolphins are caught annually along the Calicut coast 
though definite statistics is not available. 
The present report details the landings of the 
common dolphins entangled during the drift gill net 
operations off Quilon. The landing data on the 
dolphins were collected during the routine observa-
tions on fish landings at Sakthikulangara during the 
period 1982 - '87. Table 1 gives the month wise 
particulars on the dolphin landings. The study reveals 
that maximum entanglements were recorded during 
the June - October period. Maximum incidence of 
dolphins was noted during 1982 - '85 period in terms 
of observed weight. During the entire period, the 
observed wicght of the dolphins recorded exceeded 2 
tonnes and an approximate number of 145 dolphins 
were encountered. 
The dolphin landings at Sakthikulangara de-
serves special attention due to the fact that they are 
utilised for human consumption. Generallay, the 
dolphins entangled in the nets are brought along with 
fishes and are auctioned separately in the landing 
centre. It is observed that smaller dolphins which 
weigh approximately below 15 - 20 kg are preferred 
for consumption due to its tender meat, whereas the 
meat of bigger and older specimens is mainly used as 
baits in the hooks and line fishery for sharks. 
It appears that Sakthikulangara is the only centre 
along the Kerala coast where dolphins are used for 
human consumption and are sold in fish markets. The 
above observations are considered important when the 
marine mammals of the Indian seas including dolphins 
are attracting special attention in recent years. 
* Reported by P. K. Mahadevan Pillai, Madras Research Centre of CMFRI, Madras and 
S. B. Chandrangathan, Field Centre of CMFRI, Quilon. 
TABLE 1. Particulars of dolphin landings at Sakthikulangara during 1982 - '87 
Months 
1 2 
1982 
3 
1983 
4 
Years 
1984 
5 
1985 
6 
1986 
7 
1987 
8 
January 
February 
March 
April 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
-
10 
4 
110 
; 
-
-
-
. 
-
-
9 
4 
87 
8 
2 
60 
-
-
8 
1 
27 
7 
3 
61 
; 
-
-
-
-
-
-
8 
2 
61 
16 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
10 
2 
41 
14 
1 
28 
22 
1 
24 
10 
1 
33 
17 
4 
168 
10 
2 
72 
-
-
-
_ 
-
-
10 
1 
13 
-
-
-
9 
3 
68 
20 
3 
124 
19 
2 
31 
8 
2 
59 
9 
1 
56 
_ 
-
-
-
-
-
10 
3 
70 
-
-
-
10 
1 
26 
1 
2 
71 
8 
2 
38 
7 
1 
26 
_, 
-
-
-
-
-
7 
1 
21 
20 
3 
169 
14 
1 
37 
12 
5 
173 
8 
1 
17 
8 
1 
38 
«. 
-
-
9 
1 
47 
10 
1 
46 
-
-
-
18 
1 
20 
-
-
-
9 
1 
24 
. 
-
-
9 
1 
26 
9 
1 
39 
10 
1 
48 
20 
1 
33 
19 
1 
22 
18 
1 
25 
7 
2 
45 
. 
-
-
_ 
-
-
1. Number of observation days. 
2. Number of days in which dolphins were landed. 
3. Observed weight of dlophin in kg. 
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3T. T*H. <ft ant. ^ T tfk V*. ?5TW, ^ ^ T tfgfr HlfiW i^ 3T3WR ^WT, ^tf*H-682 031. 
3 ^ ^ j R R ^T FTH 5TCFT 35Tcfr ff I 
Ht f lM ^ t 3TFfcf% WT% #C HlIcW<£l * ^ T 
$ far cf^ pT T J ^ cfcr 51% Wt ^TR ^ 3^TT $ I 
% Hifcw^ yifa*ifl ^f=w f*rfc!rcT <£r 3ji<w*di "TT ^ rtr 
fcff ^ ^ J H % f^T^fsFT fataTOt" #C H?FT WFT t^ TT 
3TT 5f% Wm ^T % ftw t I ^#PT T^eftT 37RRTt 
3ft vi4#kll flfaft % #T »K *ft \3W»t yf^TT 3?tc ^ Wt* 
^T 9qll^* f^FT FM ^t if I3TT £ I T^KcT if, ^K'lltdH 
% SRM * vJH«MK if STfTtT MWHId *lcPT WFH fo«T 
?H ^H<^rtl*H fa^T «TT I TRcT 3" dRltfMIS cT£ if 
flwfcUM SKTT^ MRclffid fllf&IUd ^ P T TiS^t ^TMF 
^T f^FT 3^TT «TT I ( ^ fdH, Ttf t ; 44(2) 1989) I 
V& ^ F f *13?ft *fa*H fair #C ^ F T WccT gFWT 
3I^ d*JK , 3T3ITOH ^ T £1TT ft^Rld f^TT $ ( j ^ ; 
22 <R, 1989) I ^ I T ^TpJ WT^ % P H FTTH* $ 
^ZPR $fotT %^fa ^ t HlfcWefl 3T#IH WTH 5TCT 
*ft f I ^3ft ^ folj W ^ ^ 5 " ^WMcT ^rW 
rti^w* t 1 ^ t 5^nr ?R: % 10 f^. jft ^ t ^ft if 
40-50 # ^ft H5lTf if ^T xftcFPT % ^5^f if f^t T ^ 
Bgq%R qsWt ifNf % *jBk3ft STTT f^qT T^T W t I 
^ Tfipft ^ t cTTF ^ m ^ foffiTT t I W f^rfcf ^ 
^J% q^f f^=FT MrcT ft*ftld ^T% ^ t 5>WT ^ I W 
f^feT ^ t WT% INT if "*ntf" *^<rtld t I FTT%T 
^lIrW*1 if ^ # f^=FT f^tomt % 5WW ^ ?t ^ * 
3 ^ Z H % P^TC" mj; 5ig& W T ^ f s w t 1 
WT IT: *#FT WoFit % ^ if folT T^T f ^ T 
3^ft 3Pft f^=PT WoT % f^#T ^ T WPH if ^ HT 
^3Tf % %%cT f I T^TcT^t MoT * t ^ T c!dT qr ZWrffct 
3TT c^H % M%W t I FT tfKT MoTqT if t%qf faff 
% (^rqrgrr, ^ ^ 5 - 1 # r ^ ^ 5 - 1 1 ) ^TTPR f^rr 
T^TdT t 3TcT: W t^ TT 'FIT ^T2T FT ^ f t % f^afajcT 
^ I FTif +Md"M-11 ^ft WaT 5^T MR I^rtH !JWT 
^ 7 T ^ <tf 13TT t 1 M T T % aitr qsWt qcFR fcrT 
% FT^T ^ t cli^ijl^l VWrt $F$ if T^cT ^^T, W$t if 
3TSqRFT % feTT T ^ F ^ TT V$tt FT T^ T if, 2. %. TTT. 
»JIWIrtl IHT^ ^T qrcrr (HH+>0, ^ K % ^ t , k 4 l ^ f 
if 25 %. 'ft wiF wnsx MS\ ^ TWR; ¥fj«n Rm s^Fr 
ZK\ 3tcT^T#T 3?T^ e^ T t% T^ W t I 
STOK"lcWI t^toT ^T M a r 5 % 27 # ^ t T5nt 
if c^T ^ t TTsTT 3rftW #T ^ ^ t if f^^ cTT ^ I *T# 
18 
v$> ftfoT % H T K % fa? ^ r WJ; P I R if HH\%<L $> 
"3$ZH ^F3cT f I f^fc ^ W ^ a f e £ ^PT ftf% 3TFT 
far w j w ^cr t i w £ wrer, 3#f % ^r^ar affrawr 
*rc# w # q t 3% ^ f e % ^sf, T^f % ^ cm, g^r 
^m, ^) % ^ 31%" Tq- HlR<M % <£&, iJar, 3cft?t 3Ffe 
3FF XJ^  3TTSTC ^ cT t I ^F4t if «l<dM *Fcf SRvT # F f 
* fe^ HlR<W % qoT WJ<W T^TcT f I *HF> % far 
3ffc "«fidlMI*i" *£tfld f I MrcTCt % WFT cW «mlM 
H^" MR<16H " ^ t 5TCT (3F^t^cf) ^tcT t I 3PK" cRT % 
FIR cftT 3?t ^ t 3lffor t eft St ^Ff T^Rf git 4=j)^ d 
TO 5KT TsffacTT $ I FTFT f^^ FT *TC" TO % WTjJt ^T 
CflTOcFf ^T% t I ^ ! ^ fa? Itr 3FJHK ?H Sfa if WcT 
^ F T f*rfaT ft*Rld i f t I l^f 5WT W: ^ 1983 
^ T 1985 •% 3fa if ftR% *ft # C ¥F^t ^T 1988 if 
yft TTff 3tt% VF> VF> TTfl ^ t «FFJ% ^5T 3ST ^  *lf3ft 
5FT ftf% $ I FT ^ *t 3t ^ * 3SKT PlHfc*ld 
st i f aftr 5\ ^T MR*U?H ere W*FS MR^I^H % ft^: 
RrR% 3vt% % ^T^T WTTO ^ « t ^ f^fa % 15te 
farr law W T st 3?F; *ra3t ^r WW ^r% wfaft 
* TO % fa? ^Fj^T g^TcT $ I 
% r^FFT ^t 3Ff# f^T F^TT t I 3FT »^«t % 
I^dshH^ I ^ % "W % MoT ^ FTFT ^ ^ f^RTFT 
•^t P^TTcT t , tet <T^# t^ t ^, e(|d|e|<u| ^ ^ 
TT ^t ^ ^ HrPFT FtcF ^, ^ ^ T # T f ^ W ^ 
STFT e<MW<u| if SfaT ^ I ^ v 7 f^ T if H^T t ^ T % 
3feT SI^ST g^ cT t I ^ F T fafaraT if 3T^ §T # T T ^ 
^T MRxllrtH # F^fT T^FTT t I ' ^ f e w ' HFW IF^ 
^rT f #C F3F^ far T§fSpT ^KT ^T ^FTFf ^t T^cT 
t , ^T MR^I^H ^TTT t I ^<T PT^T5T # T 31% faft 
if 3 k C3Fj^ ) ^\m if T;F^!FT HR^WH ^HKFPF £m 
$\ f W if XF^  TF^T ^Fi F^C F^ T if IcFFT T^cTT 
t I XF^  Wc?T ^ m^T X^ T ^t F^FT if ^F?T 15 % 20 
t^r I F ^ ^ r HR^I^H star 1 1 T^TMKUM I^ HCFFT $far 
5 ^t OT^TT ^ ^F4t ^T WIFr ^^TT t I 
Hlft^cfl ^F#T: ^ 1987-88 3 ^ 1988-89 % ^TH 
f^=FT WaT # C 3FT 5F^5T HlIrW<^ ^M^T if WU 3WR: 
^fe T^T I WoT % 3TRT T^RT % *tf 1987-88 if 59 
irf^i 3 ^ ^ ^ ? I 5 F ^ r % 6 3 6 i r ^ T 5 T T < < T l f I ^ 
1988-89 ^ f^fct ^T % ^ 3TR 4t I W WW if ^ f 
% 5TRT iTe5# Rf^ 24.2 *T £T «ft I MaT ^ JTrFFf 
g5M 1987-88 if ^PR: % ^ T W *$ft 3frr ?pf 1988-89 
if W feNT % ^ T 'TfW ^^F> 5f | TST^ ft 1987-883^ 
HF4 1988-89 if viu^ dH T ^ R 3t%cT f^T I ^F^T 
^t ^T if 3F^ T ^ t m T ^ H ^t ^ cw sqFRj «n" i 
FF5TC F^T #KFT 
W^ WT ^ 3FJHK 3FMt^ cT XFJp^ t % CH^TST #C 
T ^ % ^ F : q^Ff f^rr «ncnr t i ^ H 3F^ iNt 
if :OT^ vT Rt3K * I^dRckl 4»JI«%d T^H % MR*I|RW 3F^ ?I 
3^T TTT5, ?[Z W?T, iFJ # M >3^ T fa? «nW ^T # 
HR'JlrtH 5t T5T $ I 
r^rfcT HqFJFf 
Mc^ T ^ ^t ^ ^ ^ if %^T>^T i ^ , 4><*ilt<$« 
# c r^Rr^ nT urrfrf arrft 9 ^ t i ^f^> 3F*r ^ if 
^ W , <I^ JW*K +iHJWI, ^FW -qF^RT, W < « 
r^fcr, wr§T <3frt^ feTfc7H atr ^ ^ R ^ i «n% -3rrFi JFJ^ 
f i ^ wg§ «TFM if 3r. ^n5r, «rr. +ni'jwi # c 
4)fo£t« wiict ^ t iNt 5^t q^r if ^ q F ^ «?t i f^ rraT 
^ SF* if *(«i)^« ^rfuFMRrqr, i5i<ji+fd« FFRT a k 
t M fataT fa if T$R\ t I ~m ETH ^T Tfa t fa 
% UI*JKUI' ^T if WoT St^t ^ Tftft t I 
fclfa 28-2-88 3Jt faffa ^Jfcpfaj ^ t Rltaf-11 
if OT3T WT ^T 5TCFT 3*£ fcrfc 26-10-88 # C 
10-1-89 if # TFT T^S 3TTC 3TT? ^ falft*t F^CT 
aidvM^ wrt1*n faqr w i farfa 26-10-88 3Jt 
^IHUdT 3FT FH % T^TT HH3<^  WoT $ 3t% T^T 
^TTT&I ^ l o^R n: t 3t% M$*I<M 3FT ^ t RsitcfaT 
^r ^TSFH 35T *r£ 1 f^ foT % fa % *FJJT % RTR 
TFT if ^T ^t ^WT F #T T^cftfo if tffrT % ^^ TC 
^t aft" *TRT ci^ t % 3F% % T^TOT frfcr ^ t « m M 
3lfftR> *N % ^ if PlHftvJkl Ft i f I RFTfa % 3TC 
T^T q^ # r $ ^ K TT niRiirt %• $ <fe ^ r tartar ^t 
gst sfe^r arfa^ f t TF 'it 1 H H ^ H <£ <^ fr *TF 
^3T W fa frtaT <£t %3HT 3ftcT *TC if, *TSfM *fit 
•STRICT 3*Ft p ^ f ^ t ^ l fa^ Tt *H3^ e§t£t 
3t£t TtSf^ff «Wt TnJFTT H)<m4>fawid«, l{«flH>| n^frT, 
«ftdliH SfrfcT aftt <5lftM« «rtcT 3TREF 1T3ir if ftfoT 
q r ^ T c f t ^ ^ % l HtflM «l# QfaW»d« +UlMtfl, 
l^Hldl, ft<M")fefad« tefl 3TTT ^ P k M4qNftNldH 
35t 3l€t WTT if fa@Tf 1ST I ^ ^ % WTF*I WFT 
if «iviR*i «rricr, Bwi«bid« srfo, TOui snfa 3+i2<« 
s i t <rar 3fc *<ftw ^r^ar «5t 1 fMoT =HPMI<^ 
MWl^d fll»VtflR^ R^rttWI <fit RTTaT Sftif CHRfiTM 
if fa^Tf *13T I 
w r ^ Tare" 
MOT % m>it i f i ^ t M «I# #t3T «i lwi^«, 
f^eMH« fePl4lrtld« ^ t <3TTFTT ^ t if HI^*V 
U^Ril l ^jrtlHI f^f t^Tf I^T I $ferf -3FT ^T 
% wftH i f ^ 3 ^ r r^rfrf 3^r t^ rior % v&it i f 3+i2w 
3lf ^ uI5T if Mi^*)e ^£f 2f I 
f^=FT WoFlf IT 3 ? ! ^ ^ 31WH (^PT t^toRf 
W q i5^ ^JEpR fttmt TT*£ta ca^T^ 5fH, ^TfiFlCT, 
1988) Tft 1HR Iff ^ t% t^ rtCTT % ^ T ^ t 3&m FIR 
Hg& ^ I fttoT % RqK % t^ HT HWlfad WTpJf 
TFR^^T ?r t 1 (1) OJMWIMH * w r if ^ 1 ^ feRt 
^ t ^ c ^ R ^ i r # c T^=TT ^ n" ww # r f^ ^r ^T%T 
s^nf^ r 1 (2) ^er fafcr ^ f f ^r tJl^+< = I I^M* ^ P F T 
?Nt if f^=FT t^ toT ^T H>#r ^ff t%qT uTRT t I 
(3) ^ R tMcrRTf Ml^irl* Wc?nt % W t%. # . ^ t 
if FTTf^ T t^TT «TRT f (4) 5^7 vjcj|Qij tTPJ Ff% ^ 
FTR ^#t ^T ^TT t (5) ^itM ^T ^TTI, «J^ f 1R 
if MOT RFTR # r ^ t w ^ n ' t , wfs' ^rr t i (6) WOT 
<ET ckr 3T?r sr*iw «rnr f^p; T^3%qt % JJ^R ^ t ^Tf 
ifFRT'ITt^ I t^T Rrt^ RT miT ^ f T5% ^ t HdrtW 
Mtil^fl * fer ^ ^ V$ t41*l4 t I (7) ?#cT uTTfcT 
% fetr WaT ^ t WTTf WfRT FF% :en%TT | (8) ?fiw 
Mar %^r^T ' : n i^ ' ^T^r fe '% ^ T FRT %rsr 
Tt5R %fv5ir Trftft % | (9) it% ^ TFT ^T^y 3T 
«TteT ^M FRT T^Tt%q: I (10) ^ ^frd+l ^ IT? ?R 
^ ^ r FT^TT t i (11) 5R?T tTRT # T ^ FTFT 3^T 
4^rqt if ^T 33^H ^ =^r TT ^ *FT t^rr «THT I 
WTT# TF^ta %JRT W 1?M ^ t t t% ^PT ftfaf^ff 
T^rsranr^t ^ i t ^ r ^^BTT if T^TT ^ "m &£\ ^ ^ i 
R B ^ T "%C" *H WRTT t, 10-20 r^e: Ricrerc "335" ^r 
r^mr t affc ^jf J^T RT?5^T " ^ F ^ R T " *H UTRTT t i 
% ywifod T^rT f % ^ % t^ CT ^TCFT !^ TTt T^^ TT 
400 TFT3 #C ^T ^ f&ir 50,000 TPT3 FT XJ^ " 3£T ^ 
#^T if 1^7 fa. # . ^ft FF% 'ETTfFT I 
f^TJT cRT if ^T HT frtaT ^" FTFTt" if '^ TT ^ 
TFfeFit £ 3TRT^ W # r IT *ft vj^t ^3" irgsr iFvj^ rlf 
20 
^ t ^ t F «t% MoT gSt HtS»TeV4t 3Jt 3TRJt^cT^H% # 1 
TSU£, f^ rfaT 3>T FTTt^r «J4I^><1 Vim # C IT? % 
t^ pri^ RT Ft% % ^ n% 3>f^ 5? r^ «TRT %'gw fo i 
^frnr fatarqf r^rcr. it? $T=r if ^ 3$t T^T=nr 3tk 3»r 
«nrr $ ?>m IT? *ft a t e t i T3wr tmr # r TR: 
$ 3JTCW «W 3TTfo?7 ^T «rRTT F I fotlSRT: MM^H 3JTW 
if W ^ ^ s n ^ f¥ar % r^sjt if iref ^ M % for? W H 
W * T ^ t Ft «rrcrr F i ff lf^- I F inw forr w 
F for fttoT ^r fcrck at f^ i^nf FT% m^ fcr SIFT 
^T IT 3? arrorc F, if Ffar ^ rrt%xr ftr# qrtt ift flifawi 
3 k fotaT ^T PWMVJH % ^ T *T$cT t I 2-3 ?wf ^ t 
3T#f if 6 *f % ?t ftfoWfl V3T3£T tTRT # C IT? % HT*T 
Ft i f i ere: #rm MJNIIOH sfr % f^m; Fft % ^KW 
3FT ?t ftffcwT 35t 3T# ST^ fair ^TRT F I 5H *fe*f 
if w g?? <rc fotrar fo^rn: fo*rr w^r F ^TT% ere: ^ r 
if 3T^ r t^ torr HR^WH 3f W * : tftaiPwfw F I cr«nf^ , 
TfrT W W F fo> v3^RT ?t t^=PT ftfrcTCf % ftrfa £ 
WT if W 35? 3>T fo^TT ^FT fojTT W F I 3TTC 
fttoT vtfaz w n f if Rpfa t eft H ^ I M g»t 3rfer 
\«w||icWK «l% ^ # T 3T*T 4 l P M 5TCH WoT *TSfM 
3Jt f*fa% ^5t (i"Hlc)HI F I FTR t^fCT % ^ F ^ 5ft" 
3T ^ i P l * *TC tt H R ^ I foim «TRT F MTft, 3#TH 
^5t fotft *ft fNc l i t ^ T*HT ^iff foJIT TRT F I 
^rpcT wnJt r^ WRT tVfcrr F I i^t HTSTT ^ ^ T ^ T 
1^ #rr F i ?iw «Fic7 % ijsr J^t l f# ^ ^ J T WTR, 
®td ^ffeqr ^ t q ^ t f i JW i^lJb<H>i f^ ¥ t Tc% 
m^T #?jf # T ^ K ^ g t M t * ^t% TSrT f I . 3TT^ft 
^ f e ^Tqtr fxpfCt ^ t 3TT^cT ^TT% ^" felT ^ ^ " «TW 
% HlR<W> ^ T^aT W^TcT F I ^ T ^ ?tVr cTC ^" \1M«MK 
% mf^cT fcft ?t T^Cf 3W ^ "*Tlfa MlfcW*T' ^T v3H% 
^T TF % I *Tfltar ^ t ?TT©T3Tf % fMaT R^T Pmtq 3?T£ 
^ iB i ' l d t * t ^ 3TTOT SRIcr f I t ^ 5 t a ^ T »T " JW 
W H " ^Jt fo^TcT W$> T S t M ^5t «T?FT # T 3*5«FR 
?«T?y JT?R ^TrT F I 
c^tTC MIIMM ^ vicSKH «I5T% ^ t ^ f TR^TT ?!Pnct 
F i fo^tr^rr # r ^ r r ^ (g. w . "^ ^ ^ ^ " $ ^ 
10 %. ^t t£te % smnr ^ ^TR5r ftfar % WT ^ 
^TH^T t^TT tsncTT F I c lUdK ^ t^riaT t ^ K % t^ 5Tr 
^TF^ % ^FRt ^T ^PTk ^TcT f? I W T ^ * FTf^T 
% te: yi% ^ rqrt STTT t^ rr% MCI^HC^* ^ P T tMaT 
t I T^RR % ?5Wf % iTc^R ifa ^ A % t ^ ^ 5 t 
^ k : ^ r R*Rid fojir T(? F I FT^T if g^tc % 
3£--<*£T qr?q ^ F T MaT * faftK * t ^ ^T3^T ^TrT 
F I cTTOH if 10 ^ f % ^ 5 T c^T * «T<TcM if ^ t c : 
% SffcF TTTH^ T ^TrT t I d N r t l ^ if »TfPR ^ cWT 
^ I ^ H r t ^ f3 l t ^ t f^+R<d 3*1% $ foT ^ t ? : ^ ^ t 
% ^t=R t^taT T l r f r W Tft t I <jHI$dS ^ W if 
^cr ?ter #c % f | t ^ r ^r ^ aft* ^ w ^ F T 
MoT ^ WT if 3H^T J^TcT F I IFt, t > ^ T if, TFW: 
% qr«Tr, ^T?5t ifcm, ^ f e % ^ 5 1 , HlR<Jrt $ ^ % 
^ ^ k qor, alk ^TF^ % yr% ?m t^ rraTit * t>RK 
f^c5TJ- WffiT T^cT f I 
MoT ftrfa % feir ?t fowart 3JT ^ i w fo^rr «rmr 
t I WT ^ 3TgHH" ^ BT 3§t iT^ T >3WTT3tt 3>T F^^ T 
qwr MoTf^rK% t ^ ^ T ^ R T ^ ^ t ^tk ^ i * for? 
zmtw tR^flr «TF/T «FT F i ? ^ foyT, fo^r w ^ i 
% 3TT«TfT qT FTT^ t ^TT T^RT t I ^ t ^ T r ^ t t R n t ^ 
^f T^OTCT F 3?U t^rfor ^fetr ^€tw, ^ t e : 3#r w r m 
tester (*rt) f ^t faf*R wmz * 
" s f a «rTc7" *1c**H *f ^ t VJII^ WI^  7.5 ^t 3Tk 12 
ft. $ st tftdt % ^ # c ^TTI ^r tor ^ f a w 
$ i 5tft ftft *f 3 H *tft3ip- tfPr m ^mr *t TOS1 
^tft t ft* ft 3TTO ^JcT: ^tftHP- # t % FJ-JH ^ 
3TTf^RT f I ^tft ' M $ ^ W$ % fai^T 3vR TT 
^feT % (7.5 ^ ^ 3RT^ *1?^T ^OT I 3% *M 
* ^PW ^ lrft l ^ f t IH^T g^T 3JTFT t I 
(fa 5fc) jpfpT 5f t I "* to ^TW" W H , s i t e 3JTT" 
3FT Hcpff ^t ws%^t gnft ctftar t i ^nr^Tfrer 
^ t 3>T *J"3T F19R ^§T t 3ft" *J?f % 95*/. " ^^" fcft 
T^ fcft JI^ TT " ^ t e ^fT^" «llicW4») <Tt CHTfacT TScT 
t I 
?F ^5" T^ 178 ^ p ftT " ^ 7 ^F^" HlfrW+1 
*t 3ft t W f 60 ejfc (7.5-9.0 ft) 47 WT (9.3-12.0 
ft aftr 7i %^ (12 ft $ ^w) Flrf f i *raft ftcit ^ 
OTT^ K aft: vmm $\ isuf *t $(fom t wf t *&& 
ftWI WPT *RH $ I fflfotr 3WER $f^T 7.5 (ejfel) 
3ft: 12 ft (yztf) $ ftdt 3Jt *p ftror t i $«<£fe>n 
1983 % ^JT" ftr ^ f ^ $ tftsr ipf, w^ , Fn#ir 
^ ^ R trtcr, fttf*r sft: jrora 
W^RM: *flcT T^- oqf^ T -$T FfaT t 3ft: W H 
$fotr ^ f ^PW ^t f^ n r^ ^ ^TT weir t i <fa 
*?TPH ^ %ir 3n?r qr ^ r i ^ ^ q t c(fr <z$t ^ ^fe 
"tow "ftf^ l^  ^T Hll 'fhFFT <t>I^ M "a^ ff 5t T # f I *foPT 
3Tg%R "^r F)% "qr 6 % 8 ^ s : ft^JT x^r $ «rTS' x^" 
41/ % 5 tjft cR7 T^cMT t I f*R a^fK" ^ 3^K 
2 
qr- 21/, ^ r 372 ^ era? ^ i?raT t i r^tf^ - ^anr ^r 
P3TF fET ^FPI ^ q^t c^j ftcTT t I ^t ^M ^ 
ot|ftd<it 3HT #TcfT f I ilcWT ^W! ftm ' M % IT 
3T3>^ % Ft^T j^T ^ * ^ W<^ cW ftclT ^ I 
" ^57 WR7" J M -JTM * BHR t fatf % ^ t 
5R5TT "^ FTT#5r q ^ t TJfTrr t I W& % ^S % ^ 
% 3TJT TRT «iraT%qt % 3HW ^JScT ^ I ^ f 1.3~1.5 
W , 2.00-2.5 W t 3ft" 3.5-4.0 faft ^ #T ^ ^cT 
$ ^ w&m t^t^iT i?\ «nM, ^ t # i M w 3ft: 
t I 
1983-86 % ^TH StS: tfaft 5^T q^^ Rr?l^  ^T 
jrenr «rr Q i^ivH ^t onM 6oy.%. t ^ f T i2-/.¥it3^ 
S^Pr 10-/., 3 t e 6V-, fl4)'^W ^R^" 5*/. 3tk 3T^ [ 
7'/. I vJ?5t 5R5K WW 3TraiT % ^ ^T ^ 5 ^ f^ 9TT 
Q^ilvrl ^ i M 56*/., ft t^RT 12*/. ^f^T 87-
^ s l f ^ T 6-/. # . -s^Ct 57. <£tar % 47. ¥it3T^ Wi 
27. 3ft: 3T^ 77- «TT I 
^W oTRT ^R^ % 85-907. ^ R ?PT =l?t m$t 
t fa% iffim ^ iQTrit t 1 #r, im^', 3ftc 3T^ 
m$\ cTrqrr ^r % m%z % fWit t i ^ vtw $\ 
f^t % # T Tpf t 1 707. tj}€t »?s t^ wi%r otumR4t 
^ 257- «?W sqiqij f^ 3ftc 57- W& v^z ^ f^fr 
t 1 FTR, !pr 3ft: m $ 3T^nr ?p^ m$ ^r ?PT 
«ft ^^ TcTT t I 
ift^ ^ H^" g©T ^  ^f^t <fc 3TT5TT, rl^ T 3ft" 
22 
t I 3M ^fcT: VifaTS^ «TricT % # f ! ^T 3TTfacT f I 
Bfc tftgT 3* cOT 1984-85 ?T 16,988/- ?q?T * ^ 
1985-86 if 23, 411 cf^ T *|3T i^ HJir 3TFFTC $ %it if 
1983-84 3?t Wf^ T if 15, 887 W t 35T ^ * ^ 
farr i W T OTW % %it % a r t a r 32,897 ?^r 
3T# anft ^ w % fcSgt f$m % «^< I I * ^rrc^ 
FIR if F^TCT uITM % TOT (jTftcT ^ T Hl!cW«l5l) ^T 
W 3c<TT2R ^5TT 1OTOT "^IcTT" IT 
' V ( ^ F W «nfcf) ^ R % ««H^eji^ l H E J I M *FT ^ i h 
Wl 3WN ^ JT "^ SfS ^cT 5f ^ p ^ t t f^C v5^ T ^ 
if 3^tf 3T5TC?T q^T cT3T v l s r f f I ^ % ^R Mti fM 
3Jt tn=T % H*lri<b< ST ^ 5 T if rt«II^K ^TCrit t I 
3JH^ HflET % FTT^ T 3TOT 3*% *Tfa f ^ f t WT if ctalftcT 
^ faWcT ^S" if T^7 cTF if -Hl^r *R $£t % 3t% 3TFT 
Ml% t I Wi 3" WT if ?5^t 3>T Tjq#I ^TrT t I 
^0% # T clftcn^ «|ftcT Ft WcTT t I 3 # Wt %$%; 
T% s<rjaT snft Toft t atk SB% wr? <pr crftcr i*? ^ ^ 
W H , ^-S+rt •3?k' <|i|W<H $ Wg cleft % CRT 
w d t % wrftif mr^t flitted i vffPt^i) *St arflrorrq 
I T ^ SRtft 1990 % H5$ F^ cT M t I *Fflft 2 ^ t 
sSt w<w>f?w i q^^ w r r 10 itteft 3^ «5t i ^ ^ ^ r 
oftr 4Hjwim« ^ ^ 15 ere: #n?r T J ^ T <ST irEn^ FT 
* I^T.^fr.TT^ ^ T^T.TT f^cf, # T^ T T^F OTT OTf ^  
^ ITTScTTt I 3TTS f^ft cR> ^ f t m ^ W§ ^ W 
t i ?cR 5r ' W i^ g5t ^ 1 ? f ^ ^t wm t i 
fH affoT % cTJW TT15c5t ^  TR" % 101. ^ f t 
G^ncTT t I 3R <^1'll^ ^ X^ 5" f t WW TT 400 fe ITT. 
m$t ^ r W V T t^rr «ncTr t i ^ gewr ^is^t ^t 
viM^i^l T^ ^PT IT OTftlcT TFcTT t I W 5RJTT rMrcT 
' W ^tf^5TS' t ^ (^ JO ^5t 5^T IcT f I 
t i VJ^R xrtt?rir % ^r ^ ^ aUvTr ?rer 5^t «5t i 
* # v& T^F" JSP: ^nf, w^4+>i<s $sr ^?r ^ # . 
^ . ^ » R w n ^nt^r i 
f^rr «rr i FT t^j- -q^f ^t % # r ifetr ^T mrijft 
^rr# «5t i ^ 3MRT <|iiw<H if y^il^d «ni*wJlf 
$• ^rfrrr t?t€t JTHTT if wzs ITRT ^ t ^ i 
CRT w « t % *ra^t ^ m$t 12 r^ is %. ^ 
W r t T ^ f ^f I $f tR af^TST 14-16 %. # ^ ^ 
«5t, ^ r s^St ^ r 17-20 %. % «5t i ^ ^ ^m w 
WWlft* £, far # ^ %*T *f ¥S HlftW+l ^T tf^TFT 
3JF$t vJ^T «TT I 3*T 5TCFT *f vJ^I%T W\ ^ t t>T 
HlIcW<& ftf J^TT *f =R£cT 3TEaft «ft I ^ p i f H^ft % 
#r wn i ^ rrf, arrwr affr ter *$dt $ am w\ 
% W 5 33F% 3Tf^r ^#f «5t ^ R 3T5K?3f #C vp3tfl<ff 
fodsrr ^ t mnfan *TT?: *f 14 % 19 %. *ft WSTC ^ % 
#1% 5TM HT *f I FTX^T cT2T F^TTSTt % ?7WT 3 Jrf^T 
if # ^ 3t 5T^ cTT ^S^T 3TFFJT i t WTT, ^ t^T 3#NT ^ V T 
3rrfc w^T ^ ? t % ere: #TRT MHI^IM SITC ^ arc T |%I 
1ST % 5TM W ^ ^ 1 % 3?t ^ Wft$ 366 faft 
«ft 3TTt TIT 592 JTT I 5% 3JW WSTf $ ^ T 
11-9-1984 35T t^TFIT-^f^TT % 30 *ft W^t % lT^T 
W «TT I 5tf *TcPT ^ T ^ I c W H W T (fa. jft fy 3t% 
% W5K t I 
^ mi$ 366, HH3T ?falf 311, # f ^ t ^ T f 
84, a far r^ tex ^c 29, ^ t o j f f j^c 27, ^ arofta 
^r-103, ^ WFft^ ^s ^c 186, ^n?^? ^r 195, anr ^ 
w ^ r 3?r ?krt 48, ^ w % q£t vT r^f 34, §rfVr 
*ft arf^cw ^ n f 85,5it«T ^ r r f 27, ms ^J *m 15.5 
«R3tft 1990 % ^ P§ct 5f T^f ^y|HKU| ^ 3 1 I3TT 
«TT I 
* # Wt V^ 3T1T 3TT? ^ SNfa ^ , iFSqH *«T % 
5TTO t^M 
cW f ^ MT I ^ 3lk sfitcT MPT ^TRTK ^ 3TTR 
^ ^ r w 18 # c 19 ftfefar t>g5t ^ m T%CT VZU I CR: 
#TRTt ^ HrftTT ^ffnt IT^^ ^T 3^1 3t% 5T^ cf f I 
cflftir 18-9-89 3JT 67 c^ W9T %5f % T^N 
FTfecT ^T 5Tc^T ^ fe ^T ^ 5 ^ ^T 2 % 4 Jrf^) ^ 
«TT I m f fe 19-9-89 3?t 39 cTST MT?T # 1 % W ^ t 
^ WW t>Rl l *K 3 # I 5 R ^ ^te 35T q ^ » ^ T 1.5 
% 5 iftfrZ Z1 «TT I 
* tft X"T T^P 3TTT 3TTf ^ TJtOTT ^T ^ T * 9^ T?T ^t. 
t l ^ t 5KT M*cT 
3% w ?j^rf 39, m yes <& v^nt 42, vwps g5t 
^ n t 29, 3Tqr w ^ r f - 3 5 , 3W 1 ^ %?r 3 t ^rgnt 
78, ^ TO ^T ^ t ^Tgnf 75, ^<b\<L{ <£\ T5Uf 49, 
Hiff f^T 5^t ^IcFT T5TTf 13. 
^ 360 Pt # 3TT^PT ^ r f $ # r i * ^ ^ Mi 
* grT^TT 3T#TR ^ f f ^ T^. ^ W T %T #T # . ^t. 
^ron: t w t ^ ^ P^FTT ?^?T #T3r, t^fenrr +MHjdi ^: ^ fe^t* 
24 
TO ^ 3 statfta ^RI^R si^ p -^ v^ $5* 
fts% ^  ^^?f if t W ?ft *rir t i ^r 5^K ^r 
Ti^F fJF W W^t if 16-12-89 3Jt ^ T # l£t I 10 
% ^ i?nt if mifcw f*Frc oHF^t % tiifttr aft ^te 
350 few* # B H SET *t *r 'rat T^ r i 33$ feR> 
^teif 100-165 %. % % #ET ^ afc *nr 16-57 to 
$ ^ if it I ^raT 3T?3t jrfcRET ^ t T^fcT <ft I 
(ft^tTfe) 3 t M % ^ f i f t i t ^B%, *fTT% *N if ^ 
W affo" *T^ * ^TfKt if €RT fon- «T^ f T^ ET 3T«5T 
* ^t TTiT T"F 3TK 3TTf * *TJTCT ^ $ S^k T^Rr * t 
crerft WK if ^ ^£t wrr if ^qf&cr ^  1 *r t%^ M^WHH 
if, aftf^ FT ^ T if 20°N ^T 50° #C 80° E £ 3fa 
t^cT: T^T r^r€t aftt arrcr W if, ftPi*^ ita <fc ^ST 
^ ferr 5f # r ?St?^ r ?f tjqf^ TcT f I T^W r^ Hi^ nr 
wit ttf ?St^r <re: ^ w & sqtMcf * ^ Jt t W 
ftPtoHq * ^ ^ f f^rr ws ^TT fMt ftyNi 
T^ScTT f I $t^R {^ET^ tT if ^ t % ^ ^ < u l 3fhC ^ft 
* ^TTT anft cW ^ » t ^ t M c f % ^ if t^ TT^ 3 M 
f^f it t I 
^ r srep 11 l n t c ^ t f^rpr mu 25-2-71 ^ t ^^fr 
%it if ^T^it ^T if 'RFR %fo^ «|3r ^ ft^t % 
35FM #3jT * g©T 5^?T SK if T^j ftl^I T^T M 
^t ^ST I t ^ f % ^tf TFT tV^T Wft if F^HT W 
«TT I I ^ i r qF ftfel «TT ^T t % 1% cTC ^  ^ 
«3TRT I S*f$ W *&& ^. ^ . if ^ 5F^cT t I 
^ ^ T t ~ 530 
srftc 5^t ^ n t - 98 
SFfC )^T T^T ~ 62 
3?qt ^3 ^ t <?RTt ~ .60 
CHt^ T * t ^ T t ~ 60 
3TOt % 5ff«f cT^> 
^ t ?j^Tt - 115 
^ T 1982 * ^ITR + 1 ^ ^ T % ft*dc|cif t^TH 
3drild f tq if 22-12-83 ^ t T ^ T^ST 13TT ^TT 
fcfft % CMMR* TFI ^ if 333JT ^ qT 3TT "T^ T 
«?T I W 3TF> TFT ^ t v^Tt 500 %. 1% «5t 3^T 3 M 
^t % T I l^T* 3TOT3T 7-8-84 ^Jt ^Idrtld ^t? if 
#c v& f^it> ^rr fcp% % iqr i ^ t ^ ^ i t 
550 %.% ^ 3f>: srttr ^t #^nt 220 %. ^ t 1 
*m tcF?t % t^F\ * ^ft if -aficTT f ^ t ^ 19-11-86 
<ST ^Idrtld t^<T * vJolft TFI % 5TM i t «5t I ¥& 
fa w: #c 3i%^ % 3Hr ^ f TFI ^f ^ ?rft i t 
25 
wsrsftq if # T JTSTC * iH<0)« stct t Minim, ^T^T 
3 k 533T TT %T, ^5T FTT 3 k 3>IW $ I ^ t ^T 
qr4t if wset ^ 3 k ^ t M f 3>t ^13% qc f^t^rr 
$ I ^ 31751 if visited 3F[ f 3 k 3Tf^ cT: ^ ^ferT 
if TOJ ^ TScTT t I lH<0}« X>^ 5T*T Xicf ^ F # ? T 
W f f I 3Tv!t 3PFIT if ^mf % 3Tt3T ^ ftcTT I 
3ftR ^ H H qc i^r *pf ftsetfit t 1 ^MRuiiHsfite 
f fR 3FJ3TT 3?t Jl^f Tjt f&T 3TIR ^T 7T #T ^ ^11^ 
I'RT ^$£t 3" ^ ifff ^ ?«JI^*I % ^q if fwfrr $£witf 
fcqr wraT % i anfc^" % alfalfa ^ r ^ t if wzr 
FIR t I WS, 3> 3 1 % ^ fT ^T Wlf^T $ *TC if WIH 
HH^CTK ^ M if ^<IH« $ tSTC" ej£" ^ 5% ^ p t 
% 7JT fafaq ifrit 3" cT^ t % 5TFcT FlcT t I ^ 1973 
if HlfrW*") fa*TFI % T&> ^ ?T 1 ^ ¥PTC if t ^ c f k l 
3>T XJ^ W5T ZcfyST %13J I ^ t^ vTT fJTT HlR"<W # 1 
% 3r*it I N $ w r feawi wr i vjtf w r w£t irqnr 
3t 5ffct fa. HT. 2000 ^ «ft I \jtft TO ^t ^^ RT HlfcWS) 
«iJi*1RH % 3cvTC FJvR 3^T if 24-8-89 *R 
T#3ntrf $ X^ ^5t W ^T FRH 3^TT I %%% *T£T if 
T^ T %??: «TT «?f 3>fc 'gsf ^ TO f ^ £ qfa^ PfW % 
W H t u r 'FIT I W t?\ 5Tf 3W W ^ ^ f $\ irf^Rt 
if %^T H T^ fl^f ?I I t ^ ^ ^ f t mv> Mt W3% ^ 
^TW 20 faft T^FTTf 3 k 25 fa # ^tel f ^ t ^ZT M 
'rtt I t ^ ^T ^oT q ^ f 1045 faft W [^ WK 10 W 
«rr i £n ^ r Pmfor w>\\U<*> % f^ir sir i ? w 7 ^ 
TPT *IWd^ #T 3TOT cM 5^tW TT ^T «TT I % if 
if ?5^T HJ OTf^f ^ tq % Xi^ fa^t Wte 3?f 150 fe UT. 
«nr ^ r t r^ w^T ^ J S T ti^ 5T i ^ T ^ I % ^tq g5t f ^ s ^ f 
iffoR c^T if tJH ifc T ^ ft^ ^IT M * if2T % 50 
fe m. Q*«KBHI HOT i ^ i % WR- ?5f ^ i t ^ t ?w 
frpfr % ¥f€t lft€t TT^TFaff if T f^tTCT JIM 3^TT I ^ f 
1980 if +ci<fcti % foft ^t ^ w i 20 t%. m. t^d?m 
5IM I3TT «IT I g«f 1974 if HM 90 fo 3JT. I p l # t f 
^ t 5 # fe 3TT. if 1160.00 " ^ ^5t ?[T if '%5TIT f^IT 
«IT I 
% ^ft if fcfcf ^ t S^t M TKcT if W f ^ I qr ftFI» ^t 
ft^t? *ft i qr wr?" % T*fr T?IK- if ^ar M % %R 
^T 13 % 3Tf^ q^T 3tf^ftsld ^ t T# f I i f , ^pTf, 
^ r 3k feiwr i#iT if ^ r f ^ 1ST W 
I ^RT 3 k *H«<UM % 1979 if HWlfad t^IT «TT fe 
Mi^ H)Rm< ^ t ^qfNcf * ^ K ^ IB^T T^Tff S H % I ^ t 
^ I ^ R ^T^T if ^IT fcPft ^T tfre" ^5^f if WZ 
^T% ^<sll^ < ^ T % T^cT t 1 
* ffarft -it. ^t. ^ T ; # I"? W 3TTC 3TTT ^ < ^ * ) R H 
3H/faR ^ T I 
iqr^r^fdt ^t w:*&mi $f i FTX^"qfarif 23 i ^ r 
m 130 fe 5T «rr 3k ^ F T ?f 916 w f M I 
* cfarft qr. wr %^Rr, Ht. wpqm 3k ^t. T^ T. 
WMg^F^R, # IF X?^  3TTC 3IT? * C^+IRH 3ROTFT 
^ f t e ^ f wmx F^feRf <JM*M* 
•mm*\ tresis t ^ ^ w l^a Pt^ nw *f 
W& %$ *&{ 3Tcft TTCcfa CRT ^ t n^rfcT $ I FM ^ t 
t W % «^IK +lfo*d % cRft % HTcfotf 30-40 
itrtl^Hf ^ t *T<S3T ^rar t 3ftR ^^n" ftfNr arf^ sT 
£ STTR ^rr ^Mr^T ^irtl^H % T*T3FT 35T faqR^ ^T# 
$ I ffafoRt" % WvH $ ST2T <tf 1982-87 <£t 3T#T 
T^TcT ffcjT I 3TWH £ 3TgflTC ^ - W f ^ T &ft( £ 
^TR 3TftWT 3?53H ^l+Rlcl f^ TT I ^Trtl^Ht $ 
3$&m 3TCM ^ 1982-85 ^ 3T#T $ 3TTH OT^cT 
«TTT ^ T WZ FT % sq^T f^ TT I ^ W^T *f ^ f d M 
% ^I*fec1 TTT^ f 2 ^ T ^ T ^ T 3f%cT t^TT 3TTT WPT 
145 ^ f a M ^ r FTVH $MT i 
ft#T STH ^T %*T t % *TF*Sfa 3WTT * fetf 3^ST 
*fcjI^ 4T <£ ¥T*T v5TcT t 3tk FT?W &% % $t 3W\ FT 
%3toFr*r7Trrtl ?W 3<l<fcfac1 fadj fa ^tt 4wfo*i 
frrH*l TIT WFT 15-20 fa HT % 3J*T $ 5*T£ ^*T 
tffa % *fiTC°T WT>T 3> tv^ T^TST m ^ % $ u^% 
3% afrc 3T^ R> 3TFJ $ ^Irtl^Ht 35T *IW 3T<§?T *f WU 
$ FT f^ # C HT 3Jt W ^ t % f^ TT T ^ *T^H *f ^Tg^T 
T*flT 5T^ 5T FTcTT f fa ^ T cTCT" *f ~&K5 S l i^ l^KI 
^ t ^ t ^ f t ^ t ^t ^\*< FM ^ f^T STR 3TT^ t% 
^TT^t f I W -3T^TT ^  ^T5W C3TR5?R H$cd"i<tf TRT 
«TnTT ? I 
$t if ^rkr i 
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